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FO REW ORD
This dissertation is composed o f  two parts. In part one, we consider d iffusive shock 
acceleration o f protons and the associated generation o f hvdromagnetic waves at planar 
stationary shocks. The second part is an effort to provide insights into the preferential 
resonant heating and differential streaming speeds o f ions in the extended corona.
There are obvious differences between these two problems, but there are fundamental 
physical principles that link them. The resonant ion ion-cvclotron wave interaction, 
which causes ions to diffuse in pitch-angle in the wave frame, is the primary physical 
mechanism common to both parts. Ions can diffuse back and forth across a shock many 
times and for each round-tnp traversal o f the shock they gain energy. Ions are scattered 
m pitch angie upstream and downstream o f a shock front due to interactions w ith waves 
in the solar wind, possibly modified by the ions and magnetic turbulence associated with 
the shock. The wave energy can grow at the expense o f  the ion energy, while ions gain 
energy due to multiple encounters w ith  the shock. In part two. we assume that wave 
energy at the cyclotron resonant frequencies is always available and that ions only gain 
energy from the waves. Resonant ions scatter to uniform ity in pitch-angle while 
conserving kinetic energy in the frame moving with the waves.
In both parts, the ion distribution function is calculated from an energetic particle 
transport equation, although the forms o f the transport equation used in each part are 
significantly different, reflecting the different physical phenomena. In Part I. the wave
iv
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intensity is determined from a wave kinetic equation; the ion distribution function and 
wave intensity are calculated self-consistently. In Part II. the cold, electron-proton 
plasma dispersion relation is used to determine the maximum speed o f an ion species 
resonant with anti-sunward propagating, left hand circularly polarized waves; whereas, in 
part I we assume ions interact w ith parallel propagating waves traveling in both 
directions. In shock acceleration, ions are energized by multiple traversals o f a shock, 
possibly m irroring from gradients in the magnetic field in the v ic in ity  o f the shock front. 
In contrast, in Part II. ion radial acceleration is achieved through magnetic m irroring o f 
the transversely-heated ions in the radially diverging solar magnetic field.
v
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ABSTRACT
RESONANT W AVE-IO N INTERACTIONS IN THE HELIOSPHERE:
I. INTERPLANETARY TRAVELING  SHOCKS
II. ION H EATIN G  AN D ACCELERATION IN' THE EXTENDED CO RO NA
By
Bruce E. Gordon 
University o f New Hampshire. December. 2002
In Part I we present a revised version o f the self-consistent theory o f ion diffusive 
shock acceleration and associated generation o f hydromagnetic waves at a planar 
stationary shock. Coupled wave kinetic and energetic particle transport equations are 
solved numerically and compared with an analytical approximation sim ilar to that 
derived by Lee [1982. 1983], The analytical approximation provides an accurate 
representation o f both the proton distribution and the wave intensity. Excellent 
agreement between the predicted wave magnetic power spectral density adjacent to the 
shock as a function o f frequency and the wave spectrum measured by ISEE 3 at the 
November 11 - 12. 1978. interplanetary traveling shock is achieved. A  comparison is 
also made between the predicted total wave energy density and that observed upstream o f 
Earth's bow shock by the AMPTE/LRM satellite for a statistical study o f approximately 
400 near-to-nose events from late 1984 and 1985. The correlation between the observed 
wave power and the prediction is very good w ith a correlation coefficient o f 0.92. 
However, the average observed wave magnetic energy density is approximately 63% o f 
that predicted, suggesting possible wave dissipation, which is not included in the theory.
xv
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In Part II we present a semi-analytical solution o f the gyrophase-averaged ion 
transport equation for ion distribution functions in the extended corona. We adopt the 
essential features o f  the kinetic shell model [Isenberg, 1997; 2001a. b. c; Isenberg et al.. 
2000. 2001] and thus, we describe the ion distribution as comprised o f cyclotron-resonant 
and nonresonant parts. We include gravity, the ambipolar electric field, adiabatic 
deceleration, and magnetic mirroring, but keep the solar wind and wave phase speeds 
constant. The cold, electron-proton plasma dispersion relation is used to determine the 
wave-ion resonance condition. The actual, analytical forms o f the ion distribution 
functions obtained are clearly not Maxwellian or bi-Maxwellian. Our solutions describe 
some o f the non-therma! phenomena frequently observed in the extended corona; 
anisotropic temperature distributions, and differential streaming between protons and 
m inor ion species. However, we fail to model the observed radial temperature 
dependence o f protons and 0  * ions.
XVI
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PART I
COUPLED HYDROM AGNETIC W AVE EXCITATIO N AND ION ACCELERATION 
AT INTERPLANETARY TR AVELIN G  SHOCKS AND EARTH'S BOW SHOCK
REVISITED
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 1.1
INTRODUCTION
We revisit the phenomenon o f diffusive shock acceleration o f solar wind ions and the 
accompanying growth o f hydromagnetic waves. Ions can diffuse back and forth across a 
shock many times, and for each round-trip traversal o f the shock they gain energy. Ions 
are pitch-angle scattered upstream and dow nstream o f the shock front due to interactions 
with waves in the solar wind, possibly modified by the ions themselves, and magnetic 
turbulence associated w ith the shock. The ions couple to the waves via ion-cvclotron 
resonance. Scattering o f the ions by the waves provides the diffusion mechanism. The 
w ave energy can grow at the expense o f the ion energy while ions gain energy due to 
multiple encounters w ith the shock.
The evidence for high energy ions resulting from interactions w'ith interplanetary 
traveling shocks and planetary bow shocks has its origins in the 60's. Observations made 
by the Vela satellite [Asbridge et a l.. 1968] showed that a small fraction o f the incoming 
solar wind ions were reflected by Earth's bow shock w ith an energy increase o f about a 
factor o f  five. An analysis by Sonnerap [1969] based on ion reflection from the shock 
front predicted an increase in energy consistent w ith these observations. Using ISEE 1 
data, Bame et al. [1980] showed that the solar wind is slowed and deflected away from 
Earth’s bow shock. Their observations suggested that the solar wind deceleration is the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
result o f momentum transfer from the reflected bow shock ions to the solar w ind via an 
interaction w ith long period (tens o f seconds ) waves.
Armstrong et al. [1970] examined several interplanetary shock events, and paid 
particular attention to the event o f  20 February 1968. Their results showed a close 
temporal correlation between the enhancement o f  ion fluxes and the passing o f a shock 
front. Acceleration o f protons by repeated crossings o f the front o f  a nearly 
perpendicular shock was deduced by Sarris and Van Allen [1974] from Explorer 33 and 
35 data. They observed energization o f protons up to about 1 MeV after encountering the 
shock. Ion distribution functions were determined by Gosling et al. [1981 ] based on 
(SEE 2 and 3 data. They found a power law distribution in velocity for ion energies up to 
about 40 keV and an exponential dependence on velocity for ion energies greater than 
about 200 keV. Scholer et al. [1983] examined ISEE 3 data for three interplanetary 
shocks and concluded that multiple ion-shock encounters are required to account for the 
observations. They also deduced a power law phase-space distribution function with a 
spectral index o f about 4 for the 11-12 November 1978 shock. Tan et al. [ 1986] used 
IM P 8 and ISEE 3 data to show that ions w ith  energies o f a few keV are the seed 
population for the 40 keV energetic ions, but that higher energy ions, presumably from 
flares or coronal mass ejections, are required to seed the ions w ith energies greater than 
200 keV.
Concurrently w ith the observations o f energetic ions, enhanced hydromagnetic waves 
were observed upstream o f Earth’s bow shock. Greenstadt et al. [1968], using Vela 3 A
3
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data, reported magnetic oscillations with amplitudes up to about 12 nT (1 nT = 10'9 
Tesla) and periods o f  between 4 and 30 seconds. Other early evidence for upstream 
waves came from Fairfie ld  [ 1969] who, using Explorer 34 data, reported waves with 
amplitudes comparable with the background magnetic field o f a few nT and periods in 
the 20 to 100 s range. Fairfie ld  [1969] also showed that the wave amplitude decreased 
by only a factor o f  about two from the bow shock to a distance upstream o f about 15 RE 
(Re = Earth Radius *  6400km ). ISEE 3 data provided a good correlation between the 
existence o f  35 keV to 1600 keV upstream ions and 30 s period upstream waves 
[Sanderson ei al.. 1983]. They observed that in the absence o f waves the ions had beam­
like anisotropies, but with waves present the pitch-angle distributions broadened. Wave 
growth was accompanied by progressive broadening o f the ion pitch-angle distribution. 
Their observations o f upstream ions with pitch angles near 90° is evidence that 
significant pitch-angle scattering is taking place, since ions with pitch angles near 90 do 
not propagate upstream. Hoppe et al. [1981] observed that the upstream waves often 
steepen and can form shocklets [Hada et al.. 1987], which often break into whistler mode 
wave packets.
A  survey o f interplanetary shocks observed by ISEE 3 from August 1978 to March 
1980 was made by Tsumtani et al. [1983]. They found that enhanced wave intensities 
were detected for almost all o f the interplanetary shocks examined. Long period waves, 
around 20 s. were found up to lO tff from the shock. These waves propagated w ithin a 
cone o f about 15° around the ambient magnetic field, substantiating our assumption in 
Chapter 1.2 o f nearly parallel (or anti-parallel) propagation. Kennel et al. [1986] also
4
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reported nearly parallel wave propagation for the 11-12 November 1978 shock event 
Kennel et al. [ 1986] deduced that these upstream waves must have been produced by 1 - 
10 keV upstream ions which were observed flow ing away from the shock. These ion 
energies and wave frequencies are consistent with those required by ion-cyclotron 
resonance.
In an early theoretical model o f  diffusive shock acceleration. Fisk [1971] applied the 
energetic particle transport equation [Parker. 1965] to shock-associated ion 
enhancements by assuming a power-law dependence in velocity. He suggested that low 
energy ions are scattered to higher energies by magnetic irregularities converging at the 
shock front. Scholer and M o rfill [1975] used a Monte Carlo technique to model the 
propagation o f solar flare ions including the effect o f an interplanetary shock.
Theoretical work by Axford et al. [ 1977], Kry mskii [ 1977], Blandford and Ostriker 
[1978], and Bell [1978] showed that multiple traversals o f a shock by ions lead naturally 
to ion distributions with a power-law dependence on momentum. A comprehensive 
review o f diffusive shock acceleration can be found in Jones and Ellison [ 1991 ].
Early theoretical work by Barnes [1970] showed that streaming energized ions 
generate waves through ion-cyclotron resonance and that the instability is “ quenched by 
pitch-angle scattering.”  Bell [1978] developed a self-consistent description o f  ion 
acceleration and wave generation for the case o f a negligible background wave spectrum. 
Lee [1982, 1983], following the work o f Skilling  [1975] and Bell [1978], produced a self- 
consistent theory to describe the diffusive acceleration o f ions and the accompanying
5
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amplification o f hydromagnetic waves at the Earth's bow shock and at interplanetary 
traveling shocks, respectively. Quasi-linear theory was employed to calculate the 
coupled ion acceleration and wave growth. A finite shock size w ith a lateral free escape 
boundary' was assumed for the bow shock, but an infinite planar shock w'as used to model 
the traveling shock. The theory, incorporating a finite connection time to the shock, was 
later applied to Jupiter's foreshock by Smith and Lee [1986],
Although the predictions o f Lee [1982. 1983] generally agreed with observations at 
both Earth's bow shock and interplanetary traveling shocks, a comparison between the 
theory and specific observed events was not performed. However, an extensive test o f 
Lee's self-consistent theory was performed by Kennel et al. [1986] for the interplanetary 
traveling shock event o f  11-12 November 1978. Kennel et al. [1986] extracted 13 
separate predictions o f Lee s 1983 theory. For most o f the predictions there w as 
generally good agreement between the theory and the observations, but there were two 
exceptions. Firstly, the theory o f Lee [1983] predicts wave enhancements with zero 
average helicity. but Kennel et al. [1986] observed waves o f definite helicity. Kennel et 
al. [1986] attributed the prediction o f equal growth o f left and right-hand circularly 
polarized waves, resulting in no net helicity. to the assumption by Lee [1982. 1983] o f a 
linear dependence o f the anisotropic part o f the distribution function on u  = cos# . where 
6  is the ion pitch angle. Secondly, the observed wave power spectrum presented by 
Kennel et al. [1986] peaks and then decreases as frequency decreases. This low - 
frequency behavior was not predicted by the self-consistent theory' o f  Lee [1982, 1983].
6
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In another test o f the theory. Tan et al. [1989] compared the inferred diffusion tensor 
component parallel to the ambient magnetic field for several interplanetary traveling 
shock events to that predicted by Lee [1983] and found an almost one-to-one 
correspondence. Also. Trattner et al. [1994] compared observed enhanced wave energy 
densities upstream o f Earth's bow shock with the prediction based on the energetic 
particle energy densities, and found a positive correlation and fair agreement. However, 
this result used the wave intensities predicted by Lee [1982] which were based on the 
restrictive form o f the ion anisotropy.
There are four main objectives o f this paper: (i) Lee [1982. 1983] assumed a linear 
dependence o f the anisotropic part o f the distribution function on p .  as in an earlier work 
by Jok ip ii [1971 ]. in order to obtain an expression for the ion anisotropy. This 
assumption is not valid for arbitrary wave intensity. Here, we obtain the correct 
dependence o f the distribution function on p  by solving the pitch-angle diffusion 
equation under the assumption o f effective scattering. This correction changes 
quantitatively but not qualitatively the analytical theory o f Lee [1982. 1983] for the wave 
intensity' and the ion distribution function. For the planar geometry appropriate to 
traveling shocks, we present the revised analytical theory o f Lee. We also show that the 
total wave magnetic energy density derived through quasi-linear theory agrees w ith the 
result o f  the flu id theory o f McKenzie and Volk [1982]. ( ii)  For the planar geometry, we 
solve the coupled wave kinetic equation and proton transport equation numerically and 
compare the results with the analytical approximation. The numerical solution also 
depicts the higher frequency behavior o f  the wave intensity', inaccessible with the
7
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analytical approximation, ( iii)  In Chapter 1.3 we compare the predicted magnetic power 
spectral density adjacent to the shock w ith the results o f  Kennel et al. [1986] fo r the 11- 
12 November 1978 interplanetary traveling shock, (iv ) Also, in Chapter 1.3, we compare 
the new prediction for the enhanced wave magnetic energy densities upstream o f  Earth's 
bow shock with the observed enhancements for the statistical survey o f Trattner et al.
[ 1994]. In both comparisons very good agreement between theory and the observations 
is found. A detailed discussion is presented in Chapter 1.4.
Ion acceleration at Earth's bow shock is more complicated than at interplanetary 
traveling shocks where ion acceleration at a stationary planar shock is a reasonable 
approximation at the lower ion energies which dominate wave excitation. Ion 
acceleration at Earth's bow shock is affected by short connection time o f magnetic field 
lines to the shock, ion drift across the small lateral extent o f the shock, and ion diffusion 
across field lines to the weak flanks o f the shock or to regions disconnected from the 
shock. These loss processes dominate the form o f the energetic ion energy spectrum 
which is observed to be exponential in energy [Ipavich et al.. 1979, 1981 ] rather than the 
standard power law dependence o f  stationary planar shock acceleration. In addition, the 
unstable waves at Earth's bow shock are those propagating sunw'ard so that these must be 
included with the predominantly antisunward propagating ambient waves. Also near its 
nose the bow shock is a strong shock, so that ion injection processes at the shock front 
may require a range o f injection energies [Scholer et al.. 1992].
8
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For these reasons we present the basic coupled theory for ion acceleration and wave 
excitation only for stationary' planar shocks w ith waves propagating in the antisunward 
direction, which applies only to interplanetary traveling shocks and ion energies up to 
~ 100 keV/nucleon. However, one interesting and important result for the wave 
excitation is the predicted ratio o f  the local enhanced wave magnetic energy density' and 
the energetic particle energy density [McKenzie and Volk. 1982]. which emphasizes the 
direct coupling o f ion streaming and wave growth, and is independent o f  the detailed 
structure o f the ion distribution function and ion loss mechanisms. As long as the 
enhanced wave spectrum dominates the ambient wave spectrum, then this result may be 
applied to the diffuse ions and enhanced wave intensities observed in Earth's foreshock.
9
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CHAPTER 1.2
BASIC THEORY
1.2.1 Derivation o f the Pitch-Angle Distribution Function 
and the Spatial D iffusion Coefficient
The theory describing the nonrelativistic energetic ion distribution function follows 
closely the derivation o f Lee [1982. 1983]. but incorporates the change described in the 
Introduction. We consider an infinite, planar shock with upstream normal in the e. 
direction. In the shock frame, the r-component o f  the upstream solar wind velocity is -V. 
The upstream ambient magnetic field is B, = B,e„.  where i \  • = cosi// > 0 . and B
may be positive or negative.
We assume that the ion phase-space distribution function in the upstream plasma 
frame is approximately gyrotropic and given by
Here, t is time, / is arc length along eb, v is ion speed, vu = v e h% the omnidirectional 
distribution function is given by
( 1)
( 2 )
and g ( t , i \ l , n )  is the non-gyrotropic part o f  the ion velocity distribution.
10
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We also assume that scattering is sufficiently strong that |g (M \/ ,^ ) |  «  We w ill
address the va lid ity o f  this assumption in Chapter 1.3.
The distribution function./(r. v . l , u ) . satisfies the pitch-angle diffusion equation
gradients in B n. Assuming wave propagation parallel or antiparallel to B r). the pitch 
angle diffusion coefficient Duu is given by [1971 ] and Z.t?c [1971. 1982. 1983] as
where Q( = qB0jm c)  is the nonrelativistic gyrofrequency. and q and m are the ion charge 
and mass, respectively. In evaluating the argument o f  the wave intensity. I (k) .  in 
equation (4). we neglect the wave frequency, (o. with respect to Q in the cyclotron 
resonance condition. ry ~ f l  -  k/jv = 0. This is equivalent to neglecting the Alfven speed. 
f \  = co k . w ith respect to the panicle speed. Energetic ion speeds are greater than the 
solar wind speed, which at 1 AU is about an order o f magnitude larger than l 'A.
The wave intensity, I (k)  = / .  (k) + /_ (k). is proportional to the energy density per unit 
wavenumber, k , in the magnetic field fluctuations
(3)
where we neglect c f / d .  since for strong scattering \qf/c$ «  I ty ^ V  d\- We also neglect
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/ „ ( £ )  is the intensity in waves propagating in the direction w ith A: >0 ( A: <0) 
corresponding to right (left)-hand circularly polarized waves for B >0 and the reverse 
polarizations for Ba<0. /_(£) is the intensity' in waves propagating in the - e h direction 
w ith  £>0 ( A'<0) corresponding to left (right)-hand circularly polarized waves for B0>0 
and the reverse polarizations for Bn<0 [Lee. 1983].
Substituting equation (1) into equation (3) and performing the /;-integration gives
= ( \ - . u ' ) D u. - ? - C U ’. /) .  (6)
l a  “ cu
where we have neglected |eg! d\  with respect to |<77, /  <r7|. and C (r . / )  is a constant o f
integration. Setting / j  equal t o -1 . we obtain C (r./> =  Y:Vdft) c l . which yields
eg v c f  1
—  = ^ ------- . (7,
cu 1 cl D u_:
Equation (7) w ill be required in section 1.2.2 to derive the wave growth or decay rate. 
Integrating equation (7) yields
= j — —^du . (8)
2 a  ; DC  ^H
where w-e have set the constant o f integration to zero since j g ( p  )d/u = 0 . This form for
the distribution function is less restrictive than the linear dependence o f g  on u assumed 
by Lee [ 1982, 1983],
12
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Next, we write the expression for the parallel streaming, or differential flux, 5 .  and its 
relation in the diffusive lim it to the parallel spatial diffusion coefficient K  as
= ~  ]dMevg(M) = -A ' ^ . (9)
Substituting equation (8) into equation (9), rearranging terms, and integrating by parts 
yields [Earl, 1974]
\ - p
K  = [ d u -— — . ( 10)
s J 1 D
1.2.2 Derivation o f the Wave Growth Rate and Solution for the Wave Intensity
The equation for the growth or damping rate o f  w aves propagating in the zch 
direction due to the energetic ion distribution is given by Lee [1982] as
y_ = —  \dvv~ \dtA\ -  u' )S(fu -  ( 11 *
|xj c'  m * kv cu
under the assumption |y .| «  \co\ « |Q | ,  and that the waves are non-dispersive. Generally
the wave growth rate is maximized for parallel propagation [G an et a!.. 1981; Hada et
al.. 1987], which also supports our consideration o f  parallel-propagating waves only.
Substituting equation (7) into equation (11) and performing the /j -  integration yields
_ V T V, cos uf dA_ 
y, = + d  —  ( 12)
21(k) cz
where
M 2 r r ^
A. (k . z) = -4- J-------- |n|m cos y/ \dvv3 (I - - 7-7 ) /  ( v. z ), (13)
kr V + VA cos y/ k ' v
13
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where we have used ch} d  = cosu/, appropriate to the geometry upstream of the shock.
The wave kinetic equation upstream o f the shock is [Lee, 1983]
d
- ( I  + 14 c o s ^ )—;*■ = 2y J ,  . (14)
cz
Substituting equation (12) for the growth rate into equation (14) yields
d _ I . cA.
- T  = = -T  — • (15)cz I  cz
Defining y  -  0 - 1 ■> cos ^ ) 0  ~ 1 \ cos^/) equations (15) may be solved im p lic itly  for 
/. and /_ as
y j .  -  / ! ( / ! / / .  )" = /A .  -  y l [  -  I': ( 16a)
/ _ = / ’ (/I’ / / .  ) \  (16b)
where lA k .z  -> x )  = f l  (k ).
We now sim plify equation (16a) with an approximation appropriate for interplanetary 
traveling shocks. Interplanetary hydromagnetic waves at relevant frequencies o f 10~'- 
10‘ ‘ Hz in the vicinity o f  1 AU  are observed to propagate predominantly away from the 
Sun [Matthaeus and Goldstein. 1982; Tu and Marsch, 1991], which is also the e. (or eb) 
direction for an outwardly propagating traveling shock. Examining equations (12) and 
(13) and using the fact that c f j c z < § .  it can be seen that upstream w'aves propagating 
away from the shock front in the solar w ind frame are unstable and waves propagating
toward the shock are stable. Since the unstable waves also dominate the ambient wave
14
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spectrum, we may take I J k . z )  ~ 0. W ith this sim plification equation (16b) vanishes and 
X factors out o f  equation (16a) which reduces to
I(k,z)  = /  (A'.r) % A J k . : ) +  I°Jk).  (17)
1.2.3 Comparison With Fluid Theory
We w ill now show that equations (13) and (16a) yie ld an expression for the enhanced 
wave energy density consistent with a flu id  theory for the wave-particle interaction. The 
solution for the wave intensity in the lim it o f  large enhancement. A. »  f .  t . is
4 /r: 1 1 £T:
I (k'Z) = A J k . z )  = —t------------ 1--------|O jm cost/ 1 -  -  , . f ^ v . z ) .  (18)
k~ l ’ - l \ c o s v  laJi{ k TV
where we continue to take -reh to be the unstable direction. Noting that I(k.z) is an even
function o f k. we substitute equation (18) into equation (5) to obtain
. , 4 z 2 l.ICJm \ d k  % /  Q :
{ & » S B )  = 2 ——  ------- cos if/ J—r  j  dm -  l J j v . z ) .  (19)
1 -  I k cos if/ k ' \at \  k ' V  ;
Changing the integration variable to .r = 1Jk ,  and noting that the wave magnetic energy
density’ is H’g = {SB•  <®)(8/r) ‘ ‘ . equation (19) becomes
x V .Ifilm  xr % v Q : .t: ,
= - —  ----------- cosy/f<£v j  d w  \ 1---------------------------------------- (20)
1 - ( <cosy/ J l(Jt V v- j
Performing two integrations by parts on equation (20), and noting that / 0( v -» x . r )  = 0 , 
we obtain
= 7 /  - C O S ^ J ^ 4/o ( t,) = -   f f.COSI/, (21)
3(1 -  VA cos if/) * 3 1 -  I A cos if/
15
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where Wf is the energy density of the energetic particles.
The same result is obtained from the flu id  theory o f McKenzie and Volk [ 1982]. For 
the case o f  a steady-state plasma w ith no source term, supporting waves propagating in 
the one unstable direction and generalizing their expression to arbitrary ^ . their wave 
energy equation (B.8) from the appendix is
~Z \pA (3C - 2 V cos ~ — costy. (22)
c z L J cz cz
where p t. is the pressure o f the energetic particles. is the wave magnetic pressure, and 
U  is the magnitude o f the r-component o f  the plasma velocity. The left side o f equation
(22) is the divergence o f the wave energy flux, which is the sum o f the wave Poynting
flux and the kinetic energy flux. The two terms on the right side are the rate o f work 
done by the background plasma on the Alfven waves and the rate o f production o f  AlfVen 
wave energy due to the cosmic-ray streaming instability, respectively. Integrating 
equation (22) gives
2 p ^ ( L - V < c o s \ i / )  = VAp cosy/. (23)
The relation between pressure and energy density for nonrelativistic ions is
P c = i wr - <24>
Combining equations (23) and (24). noting that = W’fl and replacing L 'b y  V, 
immediately yields equation (21).
16
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1.2.4 Solution o f the Ion Transport Equation
We now examine ion acceleration at interplanetary traveling shocks with the wave 
intensity restricted to equation (17). The omnidirectional distribution function. / „ ,  o f the 
shock accelerated ions is found by solving the nonrelativistic. time-independent, one­
dimensional transport equation [Parker. 1965]
V —  K —  —  v —  = - ; S l v ~ Vn) j ( ) p 5)
CZ CZ CZ ■ 3 CZ CV 4 /Tc’n
Equation (25) is valid in the frame o f the shock under the conditions that v »  r .  and that 
the particle distribution is nearly isotropic. The nght side o f equation (25) is the ion 
source term with ions injected at the shock with speed t’„, where A' is the ion injection
rate (ions c m 's  '), and S(z) is the Dirac delta function. The first two terms on the left 
are the convective derivative and the diffusion term, respectively. The last term on the 
left side is the adiabatic acceleration term due to the convergence o f the flowing plasma. 
V.jz) is the average wave-frame velocity component in the c-direction where. l': f z < 0 j  =
- I ' j  and r . ( r  > 0) = - ( I '  -  I \  cosv ) = -  f '. We take the upstream wave frame to be that
o f the unstable waves, and the downstream wave frame to be the plasma frame. We
assume that the flow  velocity changes discontinuously at the shock so that
c l \ : cz -  - ( ( "  -  I ’j  )<5(z). Here. K  is the spatial diffusion tensor component in the r-
direction
K  = K,cos~ i f /+ K  sin2 ty . (26)
17
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We neglect diffusion perpendicular to the magnetic field ( A _ ) compared to parallel 
diffusion ( K , ). which is given by equation ( 10).
The wave intensity appears explic itly  in equation (4) for Dull, and so is im p lic it in
equation (10) for K  . Equations (10), (17). and (25) constitute a set o f  complicated
integro-differential equations for the wave intensity and the omnidirectional distribution 
function. Obtaining a closed form approximate expression for K  simplifies the solution
o f this set o f equations. To perform the integral in equation (10). fo llow ing Lee [1982. 
1983). we simply replace / ( Q f//t ’ )b v  /(OJ/jJ u v ) in equation (4). The cyclotron 
resonance condition is k -  Replacing k by Q|/jjj v u  is equivalent to evaluating
the wave intensity at the smallest wavenumber resonant with the given ion energy. We 
expect the wave intensity to be largest at small wavenumber. A given ion is actually 
resonant with waves for a range o f wavenumbers about k = QjVf j  due to nonlinear 
resonance broadening [Volk, 1973; Jones et al., 1973; Goldstein. 1976] and the scattering 
rate is dominated by the maximum intensity in this range. Thus, our replacement 
represents approximate inclusion o f very effective resonance broadening in the scattering 
process. W ith this simplification, equation (10) yields
K  = m *c *r3(8^ : ) ' I J Q v . z ) ,  (27)
where we have used f  (k , : )  = ( - k .z ) [Matthaeus and Goldstein, 1982; Tu and
Marsch, 1991],
We define a new variable. Z
18
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(28)
and write equation (25) for r  > 0 as
c Z ' cC
(29)
where Kc -  m ' c ' v '  cos" ' . (30)
The general solution to equation (29) is
f 0(Z(:).z>)= A(v )~  B (v )e x p [ - ( "K . ' ( v )Z ] (31)
w ith a sim ilar solution, w ith Vj replacing V . for r  < 0. To ensure that
f 0(Z\z —> 3c ).t ’ ) -+  0 we set A(v)= 0. To ensure a finite distribution for r  < 0 we set
f a(<Z(z < 0), v) = C( t ’ )- To evaluate B(vt and C(v> we integrate equation (25) w ith
respect to r  across r  = 0 and impose continuity o f  the distribution function at r  = 0. We 
then obtain
The step function. S(v-v0), has been explic itly included to ensure that the distribution 
function is zero for velocities less than the injection velocity. The power law spectral 
index is f i  -  3 r / ( r  -  1). where r  -  V  Yd is the wave frame compression ratio across the 
shock.
We may solve for the wave intensity at the shock, ^ (0 ) = 0 , by substituting equation 
(32) into equation (13), and then using equation (17) to give:
(32)
19
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a W < M / p(I.o) =
2P n$ fynN l \v * - '  cosy  1 Q *-* +
( P - 4 ) ( J 3 - 2 ) V ' Z k z \k
(33)
^ z j n | m A ^ _ c o s ^ J _  ; vj  Q zf k z ; .
r / ' -  : 1 /? 4 n  - ( '
A finite result for the integration in equation (13) is obtained only for /? > 4 , which 
corresponds to a plasma compression ratio less than 4 (neglecting wave frame 
corrections), consistent w ith the upper lim it for a nonrelativistic (C„ C, = >3) shock. A
comparison between the predicted wave intensities, equations (33) and (34). and the 
observed wave intensities from Kennel et al. [ 1986] for the 11-12 November 1978 shock 
is presented in Chapter 1.3.
1.2.3 Approximate Analytical Solution for the Wave Intensity and Omnidirectional
Distribution Function
In this section we determine closed form expressions for the wave intensity and 
omnidirectional distribution function at a traveling shock using the revised approximate 
analytical scheme o f Lee [1983]. We check the success o f this approximation against the 
numerical solutions in Chapter 1.3. From here on we consider only protons since they 
dominate the excitation o f  waves.
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This replacement is based on the assumed rapid decrease o f f 0{ £ . v ) w ith increasing v so 
that the integral is dominated by the integrand evaluated near the lower lim it o f  
integration; the specific velocity dependence o f f 0(^ .v )  is less crucial. The r- 
dependence o f A, (C. v) is now determined by f 0(C(z ),|fV ^ |). Substituting the right hand 
side o f equation (35) into equation (13) yields
4 ^ : r J Q i/n c o s ^  1 Q !^ lo l % , Q : ,,
A . ( k . Z )  = -------- ------------------— —  / 0(w , | j | )  \ d w  -  T ^ r ) v  ■ (36)
'  K K i aii K 1'
where the lower lim it o f  integration satisfies \Q/k\ > r „ . The approximation is 
appropriate only for this range o f k. The integral in equation (36) can now be performed 
explicitly and gives
n8/r*r.|Q |m  cosv
k
(37)
( / 3 - 4 ) ( / 3 - 2 ) V  k~
Combining equations (17). (32). and (37) allows the wave intensity to be written as
/ .< * . , '< = »  =  i j i k  )e x p [- rJ T „ " ' ( j $ ) r ]  +  / ; < * ) .  (38)
Ixf icosy/  T, r , f ‘ \Ym 
rfik) = ------ ---------------- 1— !-------- (39)
( P - 4 X P - 2 )  V  |Q|
Substituting equation (38) into the differential form o f equation (28). cT, cz -  / .  . and 
integrating we find
V 'K l 'Z  = ln [(/7 -r f  )exp(/"f7C~ r )  -  7 ] -  ln ( / “ ). (40)
Substituting equation (40) into equation (38) yields
21
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As r  —► 0 we recover equation (33) for the wave intensity at the shock. As r  —► *  
equation (41) reduces to / .  = i l .
Substituting equation (40) into equation (32) we obtain the omnidirectional 
distribution function
^   ^W,
4 ;rr01 v z\ t ;
f A v . z ) - ----------------- -------------------- :---------------- :---------------------- S(v -Z '  ). (42)
- / ! ( 0 ( t ’ ) ]e x p [ / ! ( Q / r ) r X (; ( D r ] - r j iQIv)
Equation (42) exhibits the correct lim iting behaviors: / 0( z\ 0) yields the standard power
law in velocity for diffusive shock acceleration, and f 0(z\z - *  x ) —> 0.  Equations (41)
and (42) have the same form as derived by Lee [1983], but w'ith a modified form o f q (k ) .
The ratio o f equation (39) to the function from Lee [1983] corresponding to rj(k) is 
given by (8 7>)P { f t - 4). This ratio approaches 8 3 in the lim it o f large f t  and is o f 
order 10 for typical interplanetary traveling shocks at 1 A L ’ and therefore represents a 
substantial quantitative correction to Lee's results.
22
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CHAPTER 1.3
NUM ERICAL CALCU LATIO NS AND COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS TO
OBSERVATIONS
1.3.1 Numerical Solution for the Wave Intensity and the Ion Omnidirectional Distribution
Function
We now describe the method used to solve numerically for the wave intensity and the 
omnidirectional distribution function. Combining equations (13). (17). and (32) produces 
an integral equation for the wave intensity
/Jk.z)
.t I'ID I/w/JVcosu/ *• Q ; ' r  > „ ,
 :— :— :--------- d v c  1 ------;— r r —  exp - I  ' k ,  /  ( 4* . r  )d : ~ I  J k ) -  * 4 3 )
k'r ,  I " '  } k 'V  j
where v -  A/a.v(c’0,|Q /A i). Defining the fo llow ing dimensionless variables. 
u = r „  v. s -  |z'cA: O j. x = r  IQ I "  .
/ ( 5 . x )  =  I ( k . z j O \ l ' '  k V ^ iv ^ P ^ 'c o s i/ / .
M  -  4z^-qNP  c|Q| J i m  cost// (44)
enables equation (43) to be written as
i l " ( 1 '■ r 1 "i
/(5 ,x ) = —  fdu/U1" 51 1 -  —r  |expi - M u '  f /( i/,x ')d !x ' i 7? (5). (45)
5- ■ -v 5-y !_ 0J J
In equations (44) and (45), m is the proton mass, q = e is the proton charge, n is the 
proton density o f the ambient plasma, and L’0 = Min(s.l ) .  The analytical approximation
23
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for the wave intensity, equation (41), is at best valid for s = 1, but the numerical solution 
is valid for s >1.
We assume the fo llow ing form for f  (k ) in order to carry out the solution o f equation 
(45)
<*,>)=  4  (46a)
/!(]*! > k , > = I o W k J y\  (46b)
where L( - iT i f k ^  corresponds to the correlation length o f the turbulence. Setting the 
total integrated power equal to aB, ' we obtain
5 kt
The wave intensity for.v = 0 is known exactly from equations (33) and (34). Also, the 
wave enhancement. A, ( s .x ) —► 0. for s —► 0 since few high energy protons are available 
to excite waves at small s. These boundary conditions provide the starting values used to 
evaluate both integrals in equation (45). The integrals in equation (45) are approximated 
by summations employing a simple rectangular rule. A  two-dimensional array o f wave 
intensities, /„ = I d A s . jA r ) ,  is constructed, where As = 0.01 and A.v = I. Once
intensities are computed for 5 = 10, .v is set to the next larger value, and the process o f 
stepping over s begins again. The upper lim it for 5 o f  10 was chosen because the limits 
o f validity' o f the theory w ill determine a maximum acceptable value o f 5 between 1 and 
10 as we discuss later. A t every step o f the calculation, intensities at all previous (i.e. 
lesser) values o f 5 and x  are known. These previous values o f intensity' are used in the
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summations to calculate the intensity at the current values o f 5 and x. The sensitivity o f 
the calculation to the size o f As and Ax was investigated and it was found that finer 
increments did not improve the results. In the process o f calculating the wave intensities, 
the omnidirectional distribution function, equation (32), is also calculated at 
corresponding discrete values o f v.
Figures 1.1 through 1.9 display calculations using the following common set o f  
parameters appropriate to the solar wind at 1 AU: B0 = 5nT. n = 4 cm"  . a  = 1. Lr, = 0.1
AU. For these values l \  = 55 km  s . We assume that 1% o f the incident protons in the 
solar wind are injected with r ,  = I ' at the shock, which we take to be parallel ( v  -  0 ). 
We take Cs = 50 km  s as a reasonable representative value for the sound speed in the 
solar wind. A value o f f  = 140 km  s satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for a 
parallel shock with P = 7, implying a wave-frame compression ratio o f r = 7 4. This 
shock is above the Mach number range o f the “ switch-on”  shock [Priest. 1982], We have 
chosen parameters which give a large value o f P in order to emphasize the wave 
enhancement relative to the background wave intensity.
Figure 1.1 depicts dimensionless wave intensities plotted versus 5 = \z\k ‘ Cj for 
several values o f .v. According to equation (44), the wave intensities are normalized to 
7&'Anrv\pN  cos 1// /|Qj V ' -  0.0089erg/ c m ' . The wave intensity spectra converge to the 
background wave intensity far from the shock and for very small s as mentioned above, 
because few protons are accelerated to sufficiently high energies to excite waves at small
25
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s. The results are only valid in the M HD regime, M  « | f l j . The vertical dotted line in 
Figure 1.1 at |r0k / f i |  = 2 indicates a high-5 lim it, beyond which the results are not 
expected to be valid. The lim iting value o f 2 was determined by taking |ru/n| = 1' 2 as 
an upper lim it, setting co = k l  'A. and noting that r 0 \ \  *  4 for this set o f parameters. 
The choice o f |ry/Q| = 1 2 is consistent with the assumption that the wave phase speed is 
approximately equal to the Alfven speed, which may be verified from the dispersion 
relation for ion-cvclotron waves. As can be seen from equation (45). when the 
enhancement dominates and s is large, the leading factor 5 determines the dependence 
o f / ( 5.x ) on 5 as indicated bv the dashed line.
s asymptote







c - I 1 '
s =  jp0£ / Q
Figure 1.1 Dimensionless wave intensities (numerical solution) versus 
5 = |r’0k Q at the indicated scaled distances from the shock (.v = r IC i/T ').
In Figure 1.2 we present a plot o f the analytical solution, equation (41). We restrict 
the domain o f  the wave intensity' to s < 1 because the analytical approximation is 
certainly not valid for |Q/k| < vo. The curves are qualitatively sim ilar to those in Figure
26
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1.1. For rj(k) »  /  »  . the analytical expression for the enhanced wave intensity may
be approximated by
This simple functional dependence on k is evident in the .v = 10. 100. and 1000 scale- 
length curves in Figure 1.2.
5 = |rp£
Figure 1.2 Dimensionless wave intensities (analytical solution) versus 
 ^= \i\,k Qi at the indicated scaled distances from the shock.
To investigate the validity o f  the approximation described in Chapter 1.2 and used by 
Lee [1982. 1983] to obtain closed form expressions for the wave intensity and 
omnidirectional distribution function, we compare in Figures 1.3 and 1.4 plots o f  the 
wave intensity calculated numerically and analytically at distances from the shock o f  x = 
10 and.v = 100, respectively. Since the analytical approximation [Lee, 1982, 1983] is 
va lid  up to at most s = 1, it is not surprising to see the worst agreement at larger s. The 
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analytical approximation at large s for all values o f x. The larger the value o f .t, the larger 
the difference as s ->  1. This is reasonable behavior since the approximation in equation 
(35) relies on fo decreasing for velocities larger than the lower lim it o f integration. We 
shall see that precisely where the agreement is poor this condition is not satisfied.
numerical
a n a ly tic a l
:  15 j  :  :  :  :  c.  c  ~ :
x = \ynk / Q
Figure 1J  Numerically and analytically calculated wave intensity at a distance 
from the shock of.v = 10.
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I ( s . X =  100) : C5
5 = ir pA"Q:
Figure 1.4 Numerically and analytically calculated wave intensity at a distance 
from the shock of.v = 100.
Figures 1.5 and 1.6 depict the proton omnidirectional distribution function, 
normalized by ) ' = 1.34 ■ 10‘ ‘ V c w ‘\  at the indicated distances from the
shock based on the numerical calculation and the analytical approximation, equation 
(42). respectively. The power law dependence o ff y v )  on v is evident at .r = 0. The rapid 
downturn in the numerically calculated /o  as v —► is reasonable since the low energy 
proton diffusion coefficients are small, resulting in larger spatial gradients and few low- 
energy protons at large distances from the shock. As mentioned above, the analytical 
approximation depends on the integral in equation (13) being dominated by the integrand 
near the lower lim it o f integration. This is equivalent to requiring that fo decrease wdth 
increasing velocity. It can be seen in Figure 1.5 that at large .t and small v this 
approximation breaks down, so that large discrepancies exist between the analytical and
29
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numerical solutions. The dotted vertical line in Figures 1.5 - 1.7 indicates a lower lim it 
for the valid ity o f  our theory o f diffusive ion transport. We return to its determination 
later.
*  ~  —
low r  lim itc c
L L I
V ty,
Figure 1.5 Dimensionless omnidirectional distribution function (numerical 
solution) versus v i\. at the indicated scaled distances from the shock.
" - 0
low ’ ’ lim it
r
i  ^ j 3 7 - :c
v 1 v0
Figure 1.6 Dimensionless omnidirectional distribution function (analytical 
approximation) versus v ' vQ at the indicated scaled distances from the shock.
Figure 1.7 compares the omnidirectional distribution function calculated numerically 
to that determined by the analytical approximation at .v = 100. There is excellent 
agreement for v > 2vo and worsening agreement for smaller values o f v. This behavior is
30
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consistent w ith that exhibited in Figure 1.4 for the wave intensity comparison at x = 100. 
Since protons and waves are coupled through the cyclotron resonance condition, the 
breakdown in the analytical approximation o f the wave intensity above |A| a 0.5jQj r 0 
corresponds to the breakdown in the approximation o f the proton distribution below 
v ~ 2 r „ . This restriction o f v > 2 r0 for the valid ity o f the analytical approximation at .v 
= 100 is coincidentally the same as the fundamental restriction for diffusive ion transport 
indicated by the vertical dotted line.
Figure 1.7 Analytically and numerically calculated distribution functions at a 
distance from the shock of.v = 100.
One o f the basic assumptions used to sim plify the solution o f the pitch-angle diffusion 
equation and legitimately apply equation (25) is that [g ( i\r . //) | «  f 0(v .z ) . We 
determine g  at the shock by combining equations (4), (8), (41), and (42). We may use 
equations (41) and (42) since the analytical approximation is exact at the shock. For 
sim plic ity we compare g i i \ z  = 0 ,/i)  to f 0(v,z = 0) first as a function o f / i  for v/vo -  5 
(Figure 1.8), then as a function o f v for f j  = 1 (Figure 1.9). In Figure 1.8 we plot
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gU ’.r  = 0 ,/ ; )  for / />  0 only, but note that it is an odd function o f / ; .  Figure 1.8 shows 
that at the shock g (v . :  = 0 , / i )  is not a linear function o f f j  as assumed by Lee [ 1982. 
1983] but still maximizes at / /  = 1. Equation (25) requires that the ion distribution is 
nearly isotropic (|gj «  / 0). We note from Figure 1.9 that r  r 0 2 is required to satisfy' 
Ig) 1  / „ .  This fundamental lim itation o f the theory is indicated by the dotted vertical line 
in Figures 1.5-1.7.
c : 5
g { :  = O.u)  
f n i :  = 0) “ 1
Figure 1.8 Ratio o f the anisotropic part o f the proton phase-space distribution, g. 
to the omnidirectional distribution function,/0. at cvt>0 = 5 as a function o f  fu.
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V l\
Figure 1.9 Ratio o f the anisotropic part o f the proton phase-space distribution, g. 
to the omnidirectional distribution function./,, at / j  = 1 as a function o fv r, •
1.3.2 Wave Intensity at the 11-12 November 1978 Shock
We now compare the predicted wave intensity spectrum to the wave observations by 
ISEE-3 at the 11-12 November 1978 shock as presented by Kennel et al. [1986], Wave 
spectra are usually measured in units o f  (nT~ Hz) as functions o f wave frequency in the 
spacecraft frame. Therefore, in order to make a meaningful comparison we rewrite 
equations (33) and (34) as functions o f  frequency using the Doppler condition
2 x f  = \ k * v J .  (49)
where we have neglected \co\ compared with |k • V,w |. The angle between B 0, or k . and 
V im is about 25° [Tsumtani et al., 1983; Kennel et al.. 1984]. We make the 
transformation from intensity' to power spectral density. P, through Pd f  = 2 ■ 1010/dk.
The factor o f two arises because/includes both signs o f  k and the factor 1010 
accomplishes the conversion o f G: to n f \
33
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We determine the ion injection rate, N, from
BN i
/ n( 0 , u ) = - A - l -  . (50)
w ith  / 0(0.1800^7/1 s) — 2 ■ 10~'s5 'em~h as specified by Kennel et al. [ 1986], We use the 
fo llow ing parameter values specified by Kennel et al. [1986]: Br = 6.85nT.
I '  = 238km s . /? = 4.3. n = 4  cm ' . and =41°.  We also take r r = V .
Figure 1.10 shows the comparison between the predicted wave power and ISEE-3 data 
reproduced from Figure 1.9 o f Kennel et al. [1986]. The observed wave power was 
obtained during the time segment 00:25:40-00:28:15 L'T on 12 November 1978, a period 
o f  155 s which ended one second before the shock passed over ISEE-3. The prediction 
involves no free parameters.




0 0_ C 05
frequency (Hz)
Figure 1.10 Predicted wave power spectral density at the shock compared to 
observations. The measured wave power spectral density is from Figure 1.9 o f 
Kennel et al. [1986],
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There is fa irly good agreement between the predicted wave intensity and the 
observations in the frequency range between about 0.03 Hz and 0.3 Hz. There is roughly 
an order o f  magnitude discrepancy between the predicted and observed intensity at low 
frequencies. The power-law form o f  the prediction follows from the power-law 
dependence o f  the proton velocity distribution at the shock. The frequency o f observed 
peak intensity corresponds to proton energies o f  about 10 keV. A drop in wave power at 
lower frequencies would have to correspond to a cu to ff in the proton distribution above 
the resonant energy. However, the proton distribution at the shock is observed to be a 
power law in velocity out to at least 200 keV [Scholer et al.. 1983] corresponding to a 
resonant frequency o f about 6 10" Hz. We suspect that the observed decrease at low 
frequencies is due to Fourier transforming the data recorded over a penod o f time too 
short to contain all the low frequency power. Tsurutani et al. [1983] present the power 
spectral density for the 11-12 November 1978 shock event averaged over a 25 minute 
interval prior to shock passage and do not find a dramatic decrease in power at low 
frequency, although it is lower overall than our prediction which is the maximum power 
(determined at the shock).
A t the beginning o f the time interval o f  155 s used by Kennel et al. [1986] w ith a 
shock speed o f about 600 km/s the shock front was about 250 Ls from ISEE-3. Upstream 
waves at that distance from the shock are predicted to be significantly lower in power 
than waves at the shock. To account for this variation, we average the predicted wave 
spectra from 250 Ls up to the shock and compare this average power spectral density' to 
the observations in Figure 1.11. The wave magnetic power was determined numerically
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at every position except at the shock. The fit, which involves no free parameters, now 
predicts an average power spectral density lower than that observed, but is much better 
betw'een 0.03 and 0.3 Hz. indicating that the theory may even be valid at frequencies 
beyond our rather liberal upper lim it, indicated by the dotted vertical line.
Regardless o f whether we use the predicted pow er at the shock, or power averaged 
over the observ ation period for comparison with observations, there is also a significant 
discrepancy between the predicted and observed spectra at frequencies above 
approximately 0.5 Hz. Since we restrict r  > 2 r 0. the theory is not valid at frequencies 
higher than about 0.1 Hz. indicated by the dotted vertical line in Figures 1.10 and l . l l .  





■— in -------- 03
frequency (Hz)
Figure 1.11 Average predicted wave power spectral density compared to observations 
for the November 11-12 .  1978. shock.
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1.3.3 Wave Enhancements Upstream o f  Earth's Bow Shock
A statistical study o f 620 magnetic fluctuation enhancements associated w ith diffuse 
ion events upstream o f Earth's bow shock was performed by Trattner et al. [1994] using 
data recorded by the AM PTE/IRM  (Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers/Ion 
Release Module) satellite. The study was based on two periods from September 1984 to 
December 1984. and from September 1985 to December 1985. These time periods were 
selected because they corresponded to times when the highly elliptical orbit o f 
A M  PTE IRM brought the satellite upstream o f Earth's bow shock. Designation o f an 
upstream event required that the proton flux at 40 keV had reached a plateau for at least 
10 minutes. A wide range o f the region upstream o f Earth's bow shock was sampled to 
produce the data set. Figure 1.4 o f Trattner et al. [1994] provides information about the 
satellite's location during the two four-month periods.
For each event, the diffuse proton energy density was computed by integrating the 
differential energy spectrum from 8.4 keV to 230 keV. Ion energies per charge were 
determined by the SULEICA (Suprathermal Energy Ionic Charge Analyzer) instrument 
built by the Max-Plank-Institut fur extraterrestrische Physik and the University' o f 
Maryland. Solar wind speed and ion number density were measured by the 3-D plasma 
instrument. The Alfven speed was inferred from the background magnetic field and ion 
number density' measurement. Magnetic field measurements were made w ith the tri-axiai 
fluxgate magnetometer built by the Technical University Braunschweig [L i ihr  et a l ., 
1985]. The magnetic field sampling rate was 32 s '1 and the wave power spectral density 
was derived by performing a Fast Fourier Transform on the time domain data. Total
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magnetic fluctuation energy density was calculated separately for each event by 
integrating the spectrum from the high frequency end down to the low frequency 
minimum, determined as the point where the wave intensity drops to the background 
level. The shock normal direction at the intersection o f  the bow shock w ith the magnetic 
field line at the spacecraft was determined using a 10 minute average o f magnetic field 
direction w ith an assumed bow shock geometry modeled by a paraboloid o f revolution 
[Fairfield. 1971],
Trattner et al. [1994] compared the measured field fluctuation energy density for each 
o f the 620 events with that predicted by Lee [1982] based on the observed energy density 
o f the diffuse protons. That prediction was flawed by the assumption that g{ i \ fu )  x  /a. 
Equation (21) is appropriately general concerning the form o f g( t \ / / ) .  but is based on 
large wave enhancements ( A. »  F  ) and a planar shock geometry. The condition 
A. »  F  is appropriate at Earth's bow shock particularly near the nose where it is 
strongest. The planar shock geometry would appear to be inappropriate. However, the 
generalization o f wave kinetic equation (14) involves (V tu -  V4eh) » V I  x  - e h • V J  for
the unstable wave intensity. Since the waves are excited by the diffuse protons, it is 
reasonable to assume that V I  and V f  are parallel. Then we have
where c. here is the unit vector in the sunward 
direction and - e g is the unit vector in the direction o f the gradient. This expression is 
identical in form to equation (14) or (15) and may be integrated to yield expressions
38
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analogous to equation (18) and (21). The form o f equation (21) generalized to the bow- 
shock is
1 V (eh •€  )
f f ’„ = -------- :— f - * — d (51)
* 3 r j e : . e g) - r j e ^ e g )
Note that this integral o f  the wave kinetic equation is independent o f  the functional form 





Figure 1.12 Schematic diagram o f Earth's bow shock w ith the approximate 
directions o f the solar wind, shock normal, magnetic field and energetic panicle 
spatial gradient at a specific point on the shock. The dashed lines are energetic 
panicle contours.
The unit vectors in equation (51) are depicted in a schematic diagram o f the bow shock 
in Figure 1.12. Although eg is unknown, it is likely to lie between e. and <?„. the
outward unit vector normal to the shock surface. The fact that the waves and ions 
decrease in intensity w ith distance from the shock would appear to im ply that eg and er
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are parallel. However, as a flux tube and its accelerating ions is advected across the 
shock from the point where the field is tangent to the shock surface, the diffuse ion and 
excited wave intensity builds in the flux tube and results in intensity contours shown 
schematically in Figure 1.12 as dashed lines. The resulting gradient on the dawn side 
where the ion intensities are greatest and spatially extended (also above and below the 
plane o f Figure 1.12) then lies approximately between e. and en. In order to circumvent 
the ambiguity introduced by the uncertainty in the direction eg. we take eg = er but 
restrict consideration in itia lly  to those events (-400) near the nose o f the bow shock with 
e. •  i \  > cos 25' .
In Figure 1.13 we present a scatter plot for the events near the nose o f the bow shock. 
For each event the measured is plotted versus the predicted based on equation 
(51) and the measured values o f lf'r . r sH. l 'A and ch. The correlation is clearly very good. 
A linear regression fit to the data produces a correlation coefficient o f 0.92. which 
strongly supports the coupling o f the waves and particles in this process. The good 
correlation is independent o f the magnitude o f  the event and its location relative to the 
shock. The best linear fit to the data passing through the origin is shown in Figure 1.13. 
Its slope o f 0.63 indicates that the observed WB on average is -63%  o f that predicted. We 
have also constructed scatter plots for near-nose events with e = e., and for all events
w ith eg -  en and eg -  e. . They exhibit slightly lower correlation coefficients in the
range 0.85 - 0.88 and similar best-fit slopes, indicating that the results are not sensitive to 
the uncertainty in eg. and possibly the assumption that the gradients o f /  and f 0 are
40
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parallel. We discuss possible explanations for the discrepancy between the observed and 
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WB (pred) [10'“  erg/cm3]
Figure 1.13 Observed magnetic energy density plotted versus the predicted 
magnetic energy density for a subset o f  the events studied in the survey o f  
Trattner et al. [1994].
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CHAPTER 1.4
DISCUSSION AN D  CONCLUSIONS
The self-consistent theory o f Lee [1982. 1983] for the coupled ion acceleration and 
wave excitation at shocks assumed a distribution function that depends linearly on the 
cosine o f the pitch-angle. ,u . to describe the proton anisotropy. That ansatz is not 
necessary, nor is it in general correct as shown in Figures 1.8 and 1.9. We derived the 
correct fu -dependence by solving the pitch-angle diffusion equation under the 
assumption o f strong scattering. The equivalent assumption, that the proton anisotropy is 
a small perturbation compared to the omnidirectional distribution function, is not correct 
under all conditions, but is approximately true over much o f the range o f speed v  and ^ . 
The resulting anisotropic part o f the proton distribution determines the correct wave 
growth or damping rate, which in turn determines the self-consistent wave intensity 
I(k,z). and proton omnidirectional distribution function fo(v.z). We solved the equations 
for these quantities numerically for representative parameters. In addition, the new 
approximate analytical expressions for f 0( i \ z )  and I(k .z )  are qualitatively sim ilar in 
form to those derived by Lee [1982. 1983], but quantitatively different.
The analytical approximations, given by equations (41) and (42). agree w'ith the 
numerical solutions at small distances from the shock and over most o f  the allowed range
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o f k or v. The discrepancy in I(k,z) between the analytical approximation and the 
numerical solution increases as the distance from the shock increases or as i \k /Q .  -> 1.
which is the most optim istic lim it o f valid ity o f  the approximation. Similarly, the 
discrepancy in f 0(z \z) between the analytical approximation and the numerical solution 
increases with increasing distance from the shock or as v/ v(J —► 1, where Vn is the 
injection speed.
The basic theoretical formalism developed here is invalid in the small r .  high k lim it 
for two reasons. Firstly, the energetic particle transport equation, equation (25), formally 
requires v >> I ' =  t » n .  Secondly, in both the cyclotron resonance condition and the wave 
dispersion relation, we assumed M  «  |Q |. The second condition requires v/j »  I \ . 
which is less restrictive than the first condition since V > l \ . Thus, we suggest 
optim istically that the numerical results forfotv.zj are valid for t ’ £ 2 r,,.
Correspondingly, the numerical results for I(k,z) are certainly valid for < 0.5jfl| r, • 
Given the high probability o f  very effective resonance broadening in the scattering 
process, the numerical results for I(k .z) may be valid for larger values o f |A-j as depicted 
in Figure 1.1.
The self-consistent theory o f Lee [1982. 1983] and the current theoretical treatment 
approximate K  by employing an effective resonance broadening. The replacement o f
/(|O j/ Vfi) by / ( l f iW / 17/) allows the integration o f equation ( 10), thus providing a closed 
form solution for K^, and in part obviates the need for a non-linear treatment o f particle
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scattering by waves [ Volk, 1973; Jones et al. 1973; Goldstein, 1976]. Excellent 
agreement between the measured spatial diffusion coefficients [Tan et al.. 1989] and 
those predicted by the theory o f Lee helps support this simplification. It would be 
informative to re-compute spatial diffusion coefficients using the revised theory and 
again compare those to the observationally determined values [Tan et al.. 1989],
The predicted wave power spectral density at the shock (Figures 1.10 and 1.11) agrees 
quantitatively very well with the observations o f the 11-12 November 1978 event 
[Kennel et al.. 1986J between 0.03 and 0.3 Hz. The theory predicts that the wave 
intensity should decrease monotonically with increasing frequency which is supported in 
part by the observations. The deviation at low frequency is presumably due to the short 
measurement period o f 155 s just ahead o f the shock. Figure 1.9c o f Tsurutani et al.,
[ 1983] is also a plot o f power spectral density at the November 11-12 shock but for a 
measurement period o f 25 minutes prior to shock passage. Their data do not exhibit a 
drastic rollover at low frequency, but are a little lower in overall magnitude presumably 
because it is an average o f wave energy over a ten-fold longer time period than the 
Kennel et al. [1986] results. The observ ed power spectral density in Figure 1.10 is 
uniform ly lower than that predicted, again because the observed wave energy is averaged 
over a 155 s time period during which time the power is increasing to the shock. Much 
improvement in agreement is achieved when the average predicted pow'er spectral density 
is compared to the observ ations (Figure 1.11). The predicted wave intensity deviates 
from the observed intensity at high frequency, too. This is expected as the theory
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formally breaks down for|&j > 0.5|Q| r 0. The vertical dotted line in Figures 1.10 and 
1.11 indicates this high frequency lim it.
Kennel et al. [1986] and Tsurutani et al. [1983] identify- waves o f definite helic itv 
present during the 11-12 November 1978 shock event. Tsurutani et al. [1983] show 
evidence that the waves have predominantly right-handed helicitv w ith varying degrees 
o f  e llip tic ity. This behavior is supported by Kennel et al. [ 1986]. However. Kennel et al. 
[1986] also show that the “ handedness" o f the helicitv changes w ith time, suggesting an 
average helicitv close to zero. We predict vanishing average helicitv due to the even 
functional dependence o f  AJk.z) on k. evident in equation (13). The predicted lack o f a 
net helicitv is not due to the original assumption o f Lee [1982. 1983] that g u  as 
suggested by Kennel et al. [1986], When a net helicitv is observed, it may be due to non- 
stationantv or large anisotropies at low panicle speeds, complications not addressed by 
the current theory.
Our prediction (21) for the wave magnetic energy density IVB in terms o f the proton 
energy density Wp upstream o f a planar stationary shock is in agreement with the fluid 
theory' o f McKenzie and Volk [1982], A linear relation between these two quantities at 
Earth’s bow shock was established by Mobius et al. [1987] and Trattner et al. [ 1994],
We have generalized equation (21) to incorporate approximately the spatial structure o f 
Earth’s bow shock; the result is equation (51). Equation (51) is a local relation between 
WB and Wp resulting from the local energy transfer from protons to waves due to pitch-
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angle scattering in the wave frame. The dominant effect o f the shock spatial structure is a 
softer (exponential) energy spectrum, to which the form o f equation (51) is insensitive.
Figure 1.13 presents a scatter plot o f  the observed ff'B versus that predicted by 
equation (51) for each o f  the events in the statistical survey o f Trattner et al. [ 1994] 
which was magnetically connected to the bow shock w ithin 25° o f the subsolar point 
(--400 events). The correlation coefficient is excellent (0.92). However, on average the 
observed value o f l i 'B is 63% o f  the predicted value. There are two possible explanations 
for the discrepancy: wave damping or a measured proton energy density which is larger 
than the actual value.
Damping o f the excited waves is not included in the theory we have presented. 
However, the excited wave amplitudes at Earth's bow shock are often comparable to the 
ambient field strength [Hoppe et al.. 1981] and subject to linear Landau damping, which 
is enhanced by wave refraction oblique to the ambient magnetic field [Barnes. 1966.
Hada et al., 1987], as well as several nonlinear processes. Nonlinear Landau damping 
may be important [Lee and Volk, 1973]. Oblique compressive modes steepen to form 
shocklets [Hoppe et al.. 1981; Hada et al., 1987], which heat the solar w ind plasma. 
Mode-mode coupling to wave modes at frequencies outside the measurement bandwidth 
can also occur, yielding less wave energy in the cyclotron-resonant frequency range.
In addition, it should be pointed out that the result depicted in Figure 1.13 depends on 
the absolute values o f both WB and Wp. Absolute calibration o f instruments, especially
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particle detection instruments, depends on detector efficiencies and are notoriously 
d ifficu lt to obtain. Based on experience, the remaining calibration uncertainties can be 
considered to be as high as 30%.
A  significant discrepancy exists between the current theoretical expression fo r the 
wave enhancement at r  = 0 and that derived by Lee [1983] (see section 1.2.5). For 
typical traveling shocks at 1 AL'. the ratio o f  these wave enhancements is about 10. We 
might expect a sim ilar discrepancy when comparing the current expression to the 
comparable earlier result for Earth's bow shock. It is then interesting to compare the 
numerical coefficient o f  ff'B f f ’n from the current theory, which equals 1 3. w ith  that o f
Lee [1982. 1983], The numerical coefficient o f  ff'B f f  from Lee [1983] for 
interplanetary traveling shocks is 3 8 $ /?  -  2) «  1 3 for any realistic value o f p. 
However, the predicted wave magnetic energy density as derived by Lee [1982] for 
Earth's bow shock and presented in Trattner et al. [1994] compares quite well w ith  the 
observations. This good agreement was due to a fortuitous numerical error made in 
evaluating the integral associated with equation (37) ofZ.ee [1982], The resulting 
numerical coefficient o f  H’g I f ’ = 0.36. obtained with P = 4.26 , is close to the current
value o f 13. Based on Lee's [1982] equation (37), Trattner et al. [1994] plotted the 
observed wave magnetic energy density versus that predicted and obtained a slope o f 0.6 
w ith a correlation coefficient o f 0.89. However, i f  corrected, equation (37) o f Lee [1982] 
would result in a prediction that would not match the observations.
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The coupling o f quasi-linear theory and ion shock acceleration is the theoretical 
foundation o f part one o f this dissertation, which has been used successfully to describe 
energetic particle energization and hvdromagnetic wave generation associated w ith 
interplanetary traveling shocks and planetary bow shocks. There still remains a need for a 
detailed survey o f  the characteristics o f upstream waves and particles at interplanetary- 
traveling shocks observed over the last 20 years. Here we have considered only the event 
o f 11-12 November 1978. Systematic comparisons should be made between theoretical 
predictions and observations o f the ion distributions and wave enhancements for a large 
sample o f events. A  complication arising from the investigation o f traveling shocks for 
comparison w ith the current theory is that they have longer scale lengths than Earth's 
bow shock and therefore provide even more time for wave damping. However, an 
ameliorating effect is that interplanetary traveling shocks are generally weaker, so that 
nonlinear effects should be smaller.
Other heliospheric shocks may lend themselves to a description by self-consistent 
quasi-linear theory. The shocks bounding corotating interaction regions (CIRs) in the 
solar wind are a possible example. Shocks form at CIRs where high speed solar wind 
overtakes slower speed wind. Tsurutani et al. [1982] reported enhanced MHD 
fluctuations upstream o f C IR shocks accompanied by the acceleration o f ions to energies 
greater than 1 MeV. Fisk and Lee [1980] solved the particle transport equation including 
adiabatic deceleration and showed that protons may be accelerated to ~1 MeV by 
diffusive shock acceleration at the forward and reverse shocks bounding the CIR. Their 
results produced distribution functions that are exponential in velocity, consistent with
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observations. However, they assumed a form for the spatial diffusion coefficient 
proportional to ion speed and radius from the Sun which did not include a sheath o f 
magnetic fluctuations upstream o f the shocks excited by the accelerated protons.
In spite o f  the success o f  quasi-linear theory’ in predicting upstream wave 
enhancements, many examples o f non-linear phenomena exist whose descriptions are 
inaccessible with quasi-linear theory. Using ISEE-2 data, Spangler et al. [ 1988] 
observed correlations between density fluctuations and the square o f the magnetic field 
fluctuations in Earth's foreshock, suggesting a modulational instability o f  M H D  waves in 
a high P plasma. In this context P = -kinetic pressure magnetic pressure. Scholer and 
Burgess [1992] using a 1-D hybrid simulation o f a collisionless shock showed that 
upstream waves could steepen sufficiently to re-form the shock provided that reflected 
ions were also present. Scholer et al. [1993] using a 2-D hybrid simulation o f a quasi­
parallel collisionless shock confirmed this view o f shock reformation. Short Iarge- 
amplitude magnetic structures (SLAMS) are observed in the quasi-parallel region o f 
Earth's foreshock [Mann and Liihr, 1992\ Schwartz et al.* 1992]. These magnetic 
structures possess magnetic field amplitudes up to several times the ambient field 
strength and left-hand polarization in the plasma frame. Duboulo: and Scholer [1993] 
performed a 1-D hybrid simulation o f a hot ion beam injected into a cold background 
flow  and observed the growth o f  L'LF electromagnetic waves. As these waves grow in 
amplitude they scatter the beam ions. Beam ion clumps form that have a fraction o f 
counterstreaming particles which de-stabilize the left hand ion beam mode. This process 
produces magnetic field structures resembling SL.AMS. Clafien and Mann [1998]
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performed test particle calculations o f superthermal proton trajectories moving in  regions 
o f  large magnetic fluctuations. They showed that these SLAMS prevent reflected protons 
from escaping into the region upstream o f the shock and that the reflection o f protons by 
the SLAMS increases the proton energies which then contribute to downstream heating. 
These interesting nonlinear wave-wave and wave-particle phenomena are beyond the 
scope o f quasi-linear theory. However, an extension o f the self-consistent theory o f ion 
acceleration and wave excitation that includes possible wave dissipation mechanisms 
should be investigated.
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PART II
RESONANT W AVE-IO N INTERACTIONS IN THE EXTENDED CORONA: 
HEATING  AND ACCELERATION OF PROTONS AN D  HEAVY ION SPECIES
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2.1
INTRODUCTION
Observations over nearly three decades show that ion distributions in the solar wind 
exhibit non-thermal features such as: preferential heating o f heavy ions [Ogilvie et al., 
1980; Rosenbauer et al.. 1981; Bochsler el al.. 1985; Goldstein. 1996; Kohl et al.. 199"; 
Cranmer et al.. 1998. 1999a. 2000a; Goldstein and Xeugebauer. 2001; Xeugebauer et al.. 
2001; Reisenfeld et al.. 2001 ]. differential ion-proton streaming [/?ya« and Ax ford. 1975; 
Xeugebauer et al.. 1994. 1996. 2001; Gomberoff and Hernandez. 1992; Goldstein et al.. 
1995; Goldstein. 1996; Esser et al.. 1998; Cranmer et al.. 1999a; Esser and Edgar.
2001]. temperature anisotropies in the distribution cores [Marsch et al.. 1981. 1982a. 
1982b; Marsch and Goldstein. 1983; Marsch. 1984. 1991; Bochsler et al.. 1985;
Astudillo et al.. 1996; Kohl et al.. 199". 1998; Cranmer et al.. 1999a, b. 2000a; Ofman et 
al.. 2001; Tanabc. 2001 ]. and proton and heavy ion heat conduction tails and secondary 
beams [Feldman et al.. 1973; Ogilvie et al., 1980, 1993; Marsch et al.. 1981. 1982a. b; 
Xeugebauer. 1981, 1992; Marsch and Goldstein. 1983; Livi and Marsch. 1987; Marsch. 
1991; Gomberoff el al.. 1995; Hammond et al., 1995; Goldstein. 1996]; see Marsch 
[ 1991 ] for reviews. It is reasonable to suggest that these non-thermal features are caused 
by resonant ion-cvclotron wave interactions that enhance particle velocity components 
perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field and accelerate particles parallel to the field
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[Hollweg and Turner. 1978; Dusenbery- and Hollweg. 1981; Marsch etal.. 1981, 1982a, 
b; Rosenbauer et al.. 1981; Isenberg. 1984. 2001a. 2001b, 2001c; Tanaka. 1985; Esser et 
al.. 1987; Demars and Schunk. 1990; Gomberoff and Elgueta. 1991; Gomberoff and 
Hernandez. 1992; Astudillo et al.. 1996; Cranmer et al.. 1997. 1999a. 1999b; Marsch and 
Tu. 1997; Tu and Marsch 1997, 2001; Leamon et al.. 1998; Marsch. 1998; Hollweg. 
1999a. 1999b. 1999c. 2000; Hu and Habbal. 1999; Kaghashvili. 1999; L i et al.. 1999; Li 
and Habbal. 1999; Centura et al.. 1999; Cranmer. 2000; Cranmer et al.. 2000a. 2000b; 
Isenberg et al.. 2000. 2001; Hollweg andMarkovsku. 2001; Ofman et al.. 2001].
Observ ations o f increasing ion magnetic moments at distances o f many solar radii 
[Marsch et al.. 1981. 1982a. 1982b; Marsch. 1983. 1984. 1991; Marsch and Livt. 19S"7; 
Marsch and Tu. 2001] suggest that ion-cyclotron interactions continue in the solar wind 
far from the collisional regime in the low corona; see also Cranmer [2001 ].
Some heavy ion species have much higher observed kinetic temperatures in the 
direction perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field [Dodero et al.. 1998; Cranmer et 
al.. 1999a; Antonucci ct al.. 2000; Ofman et al.. 2001 ] than protons and flow outward 
from the Sun w ith bulk speeds that exceed the average proton speed [Kohl. 1998], Data 
unambiguously demonstrating ion-proton differential streaming were obtained with the 
solar w ind plasma experiment aboard the Ulysses spacecraft. Neugebauer et al. [1994. 
1996] examined the dependence o f l ap = Va -  \ p and l ap ' l \  on heliocentric distance.
r. and heliographic latitude using data obtained while  Ulysses ranged between 1.15 and
5.4 AU  from the Sun. Here. r a and ( p are alpha particle and proton bulk speeds in the
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heliocentric frame, and l 'A  is the Alfven speed. They show that V decreases
approximately as r ' 1 and that Vap f'A is o f order unity and is approximately constant for
much o f the radial distance studied, suggesting that the differential alpha-proton speed is 
regulated by local interactions with waves. The combination o f wave-ion interactions, 
which preferentially enhance ion velocity components perpendicular to the ambient 
magnetic field, w ith the net radial force (comprised o f the electrostatic force, gravity, and 
the m irror force) may act to preferentially accelerate ions. Since the m irror force is 
proportional to ion mass and the square o f the ion perpendicular velocity; i f  ions are more 
than mass proportionally hotter than protons, they w ill be preferentially accelerated. 
Moreover, the waves themselves accelerate particles along the ambient magnetic field.
Recent observations o f the solar corona obtained with the UYCS (U ltrav io le t 
Coronagraph Spectrometer) and SUMER (Solar Ultraviolet Measurement o f  Emitted 
Radiation) instruments aboard SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory) [Kohl et al.. 
199“'. 1998; Cranmer cl al.. 1999a. b] reveal compelling evidence o f greater-than-mass- 
proportional heating o f O '" ions compared w ith  protons. Oxygen, clearly, and possibly 
proton distributions exhibit T . > T temperature anisotropies, where _ and | indicate 
directions perpendicular and parallel to the ambient magnetic field direction, respectively; 
see also Dodero et al. [ 1998] and Antonucci ct al. [2000]. Cranmer et al. [1999a] suggest 
that Coulomb collisions are sufficient to couple particles and are responsible for the 
observed ion UY lines low in the corona, but resonant wave-particle interactions are the 
like ly cause o f anisotropic ion heating in the collisionless regions o f the corona and fast 
solar wind. They conclude that the required high-frequency resonant waves must be
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generated over distances o f many solar radii since these waves damp rapidly but 
perpendicular heating is observed to continue. Turbulent cascades o f wave energy from 
low frequencies to high resonant frequencies or instabilities are suggested as possible 
mechanisms to produce the required high frequency waves over extended distances; see 
also Hollweg [1986]. Hollweg and Johnson [1988], Isenberg [1990], and Markovsku 
[2001 ]. Axford and McKenzie [ 1992. 1996] and McKenzie and .4.xford [2001 ] suggest 
that high frequency waves might be launched as a result o f reconnection events occumng 
in the corona thus obviating the requirement o f a turbulent cascade.
Double beams consist o f  a core distribution o f protons traveling at essentially the solar 
wind speed and a secondary distribution traveling faster than the core by approximately 
the Alfven speed. Using data acquired w ith the electrostatic analyzer aboard Imp 6. 
Feldman et al. [1973] first reported the existence o f proton double beams in the solar 
wind and suggested they might simply be interpenetrating plasma streams having 
different bulk speeds. More recently. Feldman et al. [1993. 199"7] and Hammond et al. 
[1995] speculate that double beams might form due to reconnection-driven impulsive 
jets. Alternatively, recent theoretical models suggest that proton double beams can result 
when non-resonant forces (gravity, ambipolar electric field, and magnetic m irroring) are 
combined with resonant interactions between ions and both inw ard and outward 
propagating Alfven waves [Tam and Chang. 1999; Isenberg. 2001c].
Rosenbauer [ 1981 ] and Marsch et al. [1981. 1982a. b] present examples o f proton 
double beams from Helios data w'hich include examples o f core temperature anisotropies
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o f T . > 4T|j. In a comprehensive review o f the kinetic physics o f solar wind particles. 
Marsch [ 1991 ] presents Helios observations o f alpha particle double beams in slow 
(speed < 400 km/s) solar wind and proton double beams in intermediate (400 krrts  < 
speed < 600 km/s) and fast (speed > 600 km/s) solar wind for 0.3 < r  < 1 AU. The 
velocity difference between secondary and core proton peaks is close in magnitude to the 
local A lfven speed, with the secondary peak moving faster than the core distribution. In 
contrast, velocity distributions o f slow solar wind, where collisions are more important, 
are usually isotropic and seldom show secondary proton peaks or high velocity tails 
[Marsch et a l.. 1982a. b. Marsch. 1991; Goldstein. 1996]. Roughly 25°o o f solar wind 
proton distributions observed with Helios had clearly resolved secondary peaks.
Observations o f proton double beams associated w ith the heliospheric current sheet 
were obtained from L'lysses data [Hammond et al.. 1995], High-speed wind containing 
secondary proton beams also exhibited ennched helium abundances, suggesting that the 
beams are formed in the corona where abundances are determined, rather than 
interplanetary space. Speeds o f secondary' beams relative to core distributions o f  protons 
are not observed to exceed 2 l ’A. The beam/core relative velocity is observed to decrease 
as r  increases, as does I'd r). suggesting an on-going wave-particle interaction.
Despite the variety o f non-thermal solar wind features, until fairly recently most 
attempts to model ion heating and solar wind acceleration have assumed a form for ion 
distribution functions rather than calculate them directly. Early theoretical attempts by 
Hollweg and Turner [1978] and Dusenbury• and Hollweg  [1981] integrated resonant
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wave-particle interactions w ith non-resonant forces but assumed Maxwellian ion velocity 
distributions to close the fluid equations. The earlier effort considered outward- 
propagating. left-hand polarized (LHP), non-dispersive waves and achieved reasonable 
values o f jVa - V p V p and |Va - Vp = l 'A at 1 AU. in qualitative agreement with 
observations. However, the alpha particles were treated as test particles, so their 
contribution to the energy and momentum balance was neglected. Dusenben and 
Hollweg [1981] predicted greater-than-mass-proportional ion heating when wave 
dispersion was included. The first energetically self-consistent model o f a three-fluid 
supersonic solar wind [Isenberg and Hollweg 1983] incorporated outward, parallel- 
propagating. LHP. non-dispersive waves and assumed a cascade o f wave pow er from low 
non-resonant frequencies to high resonant frequencies. They achieved ion flow speeds 
higher than proton flow  speeds at 0.3 AU. but only with the inclusion o f excessively steep 
wave power spectra. Isenberg [ 1984] improved this model by including wave dispersion 
and thermally anisotropic velocity distribution functions. A steep w ave power spectrum 
was again required for predictions to match observ ations, but the inclusion o f an 
anisotropic distribution function coupled wnth non-dispersive waves resulted in higher 
alpha-proton differential speeds.
In the first paper to apply these ideas to the corona. Hollweg  [1986] considered a self- 
consistent calculation o f  a turbulent cascade o f wave power from low frequencies to high 
frequencies. Hollweg obtained either: a high solar w ind speed and low coronal base 
pressure, or w'ith different parameters, a higher coronal base pressure, but slow solar wind 
speed. No combination o f  parameters was able to provide a set o f  predictions in complete
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agreement w ith observations o f  the time, although it now appears that the coronal base 
pressures are in fact quite low [Esser et a l.. 1999; Kohl et al.. 1999], Hollweg and 
Johnson [1988] again considered a turbulent cascade o f  wave energy and predicted hot 
coronal protons (T > 3 X 10b K) near 3R, (R, = solar radius) that were not observed at the 
time o f publication but have since been reported by Kohl et al. [1998] from UVCS SOHO 
data. Isenberg [1990] extended the theory o f Hollw eg and Johnson [1988] to include 
alpha particles in the dispersion relation, and also predicted hot coronal protons near 3/?,. 
Isenberg [1990] was the first to show both Vu > V„ and Tu > 4T„ in the corona, thus 
anticipating the LA'CS SOHO results.
Further improvements in fluid models were made by Hu et al. [1999], and Hu ct al. 
[2000]. Hu et al. [1999] determine self-consistently the evolution o f the wave spectrum 
and ion distribution functions for a three-fluid model consisting o f  electrons, protons, and 
alpha particles interacting with dispersive. LHP. parallel-propagating ion-cyclotron 
waves; see also Hu and Habbal [1999], Hu et al. [2000] perform a sim ilar calculation 
with O '* as the fourth fluid and conclude that the greater the number o f species in the 
dispersion relation the greater the preferential heating o f  heavy ions, but low abundance 
heavy ions have little  effect on proton acceleration. In both works they obtain ion speeds 
larger than the proton bulk speed and TV'TP ~ m,/mv w ith in  a few solar radii, in general 
agreement w ith observations o f  ion differential streaming and kinetic temperatures 
observed w ith SOHO. How ever, the models fail to reproduce the observed values o f 
r ,T p near 1 AU.
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Marsch and Tu [1997] and Tu and Marsch [1997]. following a suggestion o f  Axford  
and McKenzie [1992. 1996]. developed two-fluid models based on the assumption that 
the Sun launches a spectrum o f high-frequency waves which become proton resonant in 
the corona. The wave spectrum is postulated to contain sufficient energy to heat coronal 
holes and drive the high-speed solar wind: see also Czechowski et al. [1998].
Most attempts to predict phenomena such as preferential acceleration and heating 
evoked fluid models and used either standard velocity distributions or empirically 
determined functions to close the fluid equations. Hollweg [1999a. b. c. 2000] created 
kinetic theory approaches that used particle proxies for the resonant and non-resonant 
portions o f the solar wind. These models were generally successful in reproducing the 
observed proton effective temperatures close to the Sun [Kohl et al. 1998]. and greater 
than mass-proportional heating o f O5'. They also, through the action o f the m irror force, 
gave differential O -proton streaming. However, they fail to reproduce the monotonic 
rise o f the O '* temperature throughout the entire observed range o f r  [Kohl et al.. 1998; 
Cranmer et al.. 1999b]. Tam and Chang [1999] developed a model o f  kinetic wave- 
particle resonant interactions in the solar wind with ions subject to an ambipolar electnc 
field, gravity. Coulomb collisions and mirroring by the ambient magnetic field. Their 
model follows the evolution o f  the ion distribution function w ithin an inhomogeneous 
magnetic field, incorporates local ion heating, and the ambipolar electnc field is 
calculated self-consistentlv. They show for the first time that proton double beams can 
form when cyclotron interactions w ith both inward and outward waves are included.
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Isenberg [2001a, b] and Isenberg et al. [2000 and 2001 ] obtain a numerical solution o f 
the gvrophase-averaged guiding center equation for protons resonantly interacting w ith  a 
spectrum o f non-dispersive outward-propagating ion-cyciotron waves. Their calculations 
follow  the kinetic evolution o f coronal protons in response to the waves, gravity, the 
ambipolar electric field, and mirroring in a radially diverging magnetic field. They 
determine the evolution o f the proton distribution function self-consistently. Strong 
perpendicular heating and rapid acceleration are predicted but the velocity distributions 
are unstable to the growth o f inward-propagating waves, which are included in Isenberg 
[2001c]. The main effect o f including inward propagating waves was the creation o f a 
halo distribution o f protons in the antisunward ha lf o f velocity space. Isenberg [2001 c] 
showed that this halo population is necessary for the acceleration o f the bulk proton 
distribution, but unrealistically high speed halo protons result.
Including wave dispersion, see Isenberg and Lee [1996], Isenberg [2002] predicts ion 
perpendicular cooling, rather than heating, and solar wind outflow speeds slower than that 
observed. He suggests that preferential acceleration o f  alpha particles, which constitute 
20% o f the solar wind momentum flux, may strengthen the inertial force on the protons, 
thus providing the additional acceleration necessary to predict reasonable fast solar wind 
speeds.
To date, attempts to determine ion velocity distributions based on kinetic theory' [Tam 
and Chang. 1999; Isenberg. 2001a, b, c; Isenberg et a l., 2000, 2001 ] have been 
exclusively numerical, focused on the proton distributions, and have successfully
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demonstrated the non-Maxwellian nature o f the distributions driven by resonant wave-ion 
interactions. These numerical treatments have provided insights into the reasons for 
observed temperature anisotropies, and some models have predicted reasonable values o f 
fast solar wind speeds.
In this work we develop a mostly-analvtical kinetic theory approach to determine the 
distribution function o f an arbitrary ion species under the assumptions that the solar wind 
and wave speeds remain constant. We couple kinetic theory with the cold, electron- 
proton dispersion relation to determine the ion-cvclotron resonance condition and assume 
that ions are only resonant with outgoing waves. See also the recent reviews by Hollw eg 
and Isenberg [2002] and Cranmer et al. [2002] for alternate discussions o f the physics 
underlying the resonant interactions with protons and heavy ions. These assumptions, 
particularly the use o f constant solar wind speed, are serious, but the importance o f 
applying kinetic theory to solve the problems described herein, and the significant results 
achieved, we believe, justifies our approach.
Following Isenberg et al.. [2000, 2001 ]. the ion distribution function is taken to 
consist o f  two functions that describe the cyclotron-resonant (/_) and non-resonant if~) 
ions o f a particular species. We use the cold, electron-proton plasma dispersion relation 
to determine the boundary' line in velocity space that separates the resonant from the 
nonresonant ions. In section 2.2.2 we provide a detailed discussion o f  the dispersion 
relation and Figure 2.1 depicts schematically the division o f  ions into resonant and 
nonresonant fractions. We include the effects o f  gravity, the ambipolar electric field, and
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magnetic mirroring. We use the fact that cyclotron resonant pitch-angle scattering 
conserves ion kinetic energy in the wave frame. Our most important assumption is that 
pitch-angle scattering distributes resonant ions uniform ly and instantly along arcs in 
velocity space (Figure 2.1). Further, we assume that sufficient wave power [ Yoon and 
Z ibell 1990: B ird e ta l.. 1991: Gomberoff ct al.. 1996: Verma et al.. 1996: Leamon et al.. 
1998; Cranmer et al.. 1999b; H u e ta l.. 1999; Ventura et a i.  1999: Cranmer 2000: 
Ofman et al.. 2001 ] to provide efficient pitch-angle scattering is always available.
Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram o f  resonant ion energy shells (circular arcs 
centered on the wave speed Lr). In general, there is a continuum o f energy shells, 
and the dark arc represents a generic delta function ion distribution. The straight 
arrows represent the wave-frame ion speed r . where v is constant on a given shell 
The remaining velocity variables are defined in chapter 2.2.
We obtain exact analytical solutions for the distribution function o f the nonresonant 
portion o f  ions and predominantly analytical solutions for the distribution function o f  the 
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the transport equation analytically for the resonant-ion distribution function in section 
2.2.6. In chapter 2.3. we present contours o f  the ion distribution functions in velocity 
space for protons and heavy ions. These contours clearly show the non-thermal nature o f 
the ion distributions and exhibit expected effects o f  the large-scale forces (gravity, 
ambipolar electric field, and magnetic mirroring) as radial distance increases. W ith the 
incorporation o f the cold, electron-proton dispersion relation, we obtain differential ion- 
proton streaming and temperature differences between protons and heavy ions that favor 
the ions [Kohl et al. 199'. 1998: Cranmer et al.. 1999a. 2000a], In chapter 2.4. vve 
discuss possible future refinements. We describe in the Appendix the numerical method 
used to determine the resonant-ion distribution function in the small region o f solution 
space inaccessible to an analytical solution.
The simple, analytical forms o f the distribution functions presented here provide 
additional insights into the effects o f cyclotron-resonant heating o f ions compared with 
purely numencal calculations or calculations using assumed distribution functions.
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We begin with the stationary, gvrophase-averaged particle transport equation 
[Skilling. 1971: Kulsrud. 1983 \ Isenberg, 1997] assuming a radial ambient magnetic field. 
B( /*) =  B „ ( r )e  -(where we take B, >0). constant radial solar wind, and constant wave 
speed:
, , c f  a G M l ( 1 -  u z ) c f  • (1 - u : )L v <rf
( L + t  ' u ) ~ - — — ■ u ^ ~ ~ ------------------ 7 * ------------- !------------  —
c r  r~ J  dv r  r u J _ r  j  <rc
r  , ru  r u  r u  ^
The wave frame, in which ions scatter in pitch-angle only, has velocity C -  l \ K ~ vpn. 
where is the solar wind speed and vpi, is the wave phase speed. In equation (1). 
f ( r . i \  fu) is the distribution function o f a particular ion species. £’ and u are ion speed 
and cosine o f pitch angle in the frame moving w ith speed L D  is the pitch-angle 
diffusion coefficient, G is the universal gravitational constant, and M  is the solar mass. 
The terms o f  equation (1) from left to right describe convective transport, the 
deceleration o f ions by an “ effective" gravity (scaled by parameter a  which we estimate 
below), adiabatic deceleration, magnetic focusing, and pitch-angle diffusion.
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The effective gravitational field is a combination o f the sunward gravitational field 
and the ambipolar electric field £ r . We may estimate the magnitude o f E, from  the 
steady-state, spherically-symmetric momentum equations for electrons, ignoring electron 
mass.
Here, n is number density./? is thermal pressure, p  is proton mass density, c is the 
magnitude o f the electron charge, and the subscripts c and p  indicate electrons and 
protons, respectively. Since we assume a constant solar wind speed, we take the le ft side 
o f equation  ^2b) to be zero for all r. Subtracting (2b) from (2a). and assuming electrons 
and protons contribute equally to the pressure, yields an electnc field magnitude given by 
cE, -  (1 2 )GMmrr  ~-. where mr is proton mass. The r  ~ dependence o f the electric field 
agrees quantitatively with the self-consistent electnc field calculated by Tam and Chang 
[1999], The effective gravitational force may be written -  GMmr~ ' { \  -  q,mr 2em ).
where qx and mx are ion charge and mass. Thus, the ambipolar electric field partially 
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2.2.2 Significance of Wave Dispersion
Despite taking vPh to be constant in equation (1) for analytical simplicity, we must 
consider wave dispersion to establish i f  a given ion is resonant w ith outward-propagating 
proton-cvclotron waves. Ions diffuse in pitch-angle by scattering on waves only i f  they 
are in cyclotron resonance. We consider transverse waves propagating radially outward 
from the Sun which obey the approximate dispersion relation for a cold, electron-proton 
plasma as given by Sti.x. [1992]
4 ^ / :)[-4. ^A/a^  / nJ
Here, ru and k are the wave frequency in the solar wind frame (taken to be the same as the 
average proton frame) and wavenumber. respectively. The A lfven speed is
I ' j  - Bt) / (4 /rp )  -. Qr = cB^nipC (here, we take > 0. see Figure 2.2) is the proton
gyrofrequency. and c is the speed o f light. Figure 2.2 depicts both branches o f the 
dispersion relation for waves with t y  > 0 [left hand circular polarization (LCP) is given 
by the upper sign in equation (3) and right hand circular polarization (RCP) by the lower 
sign]. An ion o f species / with radial velocity component tvs is cyclotron resonant with a 
wave specified by (k. co) when
co(A') = k i'r, -  Q, (4)
is satisfied. Here. Q, = q,Biym,c is the ion cyclotron frequency, and is the ion radial 
velocity component in the solar wind frame. Equation (4) describes a family o f straight
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lines, where the three lines shown in Figure 2.2 are specific to He2* (Q,/QP -  0.5) as an 
example.




Figure 2.2 Electron-proton. cold plasma dispersion relation. An ion o f a 
particular species with velocity component r rs is cyclotron resonant with the wave 
specified by ik . to) when coik) = -*■ Q, is satisfied. This resonance condition is
illustrated for He'* where the maximum velocity o f an ion resonant w ith LCP 
waves is designated by l \,. The minimum velocity o f an ion resonant w ith RCP 
waves is eiven bv
An ion species resonant with left-hand waves w ill have a maximum resonant velocity 
in the average proton frame. Cu. determined by the slope o f the line tangent to the LCP 
portion o f the dispersion curve as shown in Figure 2.2. and given by
r ,
v -  —at0 + ( 2  +  a :u" ) ( 4  +  a 'J ) (5a)
where
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and /. = (q/m t)!(e/mp). The ratio l \ {/ l 'A is a monotonically decreasing function o f  
increasing approaching 1 for a massive ion (A —> 0) and vanishing for protons (/. = 1). 
There is also a minimum resonant velocity ( i \ sR) for right-hand waves, determined from
the steeper tangent line shown in Figure 2.2. These resonances require extremely fast 
ions, so we consider resonances w ith left hand waves only, and take l \ ,  to be the 
maximum resonant velocity. Clearly, from Figure 2.2. there is no minimum resonant 
velocity for left-hand waves. See Dusenben and Hollweg [ 1981 J. Marsch et al. [ 1982bj. 
Mckenzie and Marsch [1982], Hollweg  [1999a. b. c. 2000], Cranmer et al. [2002]. and 
Hollweg and Isenberg [2002] for sim ilar discussions o f wave dispersion.
2.2.3 Radial Boundary Conditions on f i r, v. u)
Given the sharp distinction between resonant and nonresonant ions, we divide velocity 
space into two regions (Figure 2.1) designated by ( - )  for non-resonant ions 
(D = 0. vl  > l ' iu + l \ ,  ) and (-) for resonant ions (D *  0. < T h + Vv  ). where v'T is the
radial component o f ion velocity in the Sun frame. This distinction requires that equation 
(1) be solved separately fo r/-  and f_  subject to an appropriate boundary condition at 
v 'r = + • which we consider in section 2.2.5.
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Since vPh is taken to be constant, resonant ions scatter in pitch-angle along circular 
arcs in velocity space described by [Kennel &  Engelmann. 1966]
v \  + v]  = v ~, (6)
where v~ is constant. Here. i \  is the radial component o f ion velocity in the wave frame 
and r  is the velocity component perpendicular to Bn. We start the calculation at 
heliocentric radial distance r  = r0 where the ions are collisionless and have had sufficient 
time to scatter un iform ly along the accessible arcs (which correspond to segments o f 
spherical shells in three dimensional velocity space) shown in Figure 2.1. For r  > we 
assume that the pitch-angle diffusion time scale ( -  D ' )  is much less than the wind 
propagation time scale (~ r  I 'iV. ). Thus we take ty to be independent o f u  for r > r,. with 
f_ ( .  v I = /, I r ). We consider two choices o f / ,  (v ): ( r ) x  6 1 v -  v nr). section 2.3.1.
and a continuous extended function which we specify in section 2.3.2. The impulsive 
function (represented by the dark arc in Figure 2.11 has the advantage o f simplicity, while 
the extended function is more general.
For sim plicity we take M / * o )  =  0 .  For heavy ions with thermal velocities less than I ' m  
this choice is reasonable. For protons ( I'm = 0). this choice is formally valid only for 
f n(v) y- -  v ph). For the extended form o ffo(v). this choice is inconsistent with the
formal requirement that the solar wind speed equal the average proton radial velocity. 
However, in equation ( I ) we take VSK to be constant and since we neglect the inertial term 
which allows r vil to equal the average proton velocity . l's» does not remain equal to the 
average proton velocity even i f  they are equal at r  = ro. as in the case f 0(v)  x  6 {v -  v ph).
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Since this calculation makes a number o f serious assumptions, its primary virtue in 
illustrating the essential behavior o f  the ion distributions in the solar w ind frame is its 
simplicity. To that end we take f~(ro) = 0. Supporting this choice, we show in Chapter
2.4 that the radial evolution o f / is  somewhat insensitive to the condition imposed at r  = 
/ • ( , .
2.2.4 Solution for f j r . v ' . u ' )
Since ions with do not interact w ith waves, it is best to rewrite
equation (1) in the Sun's frame and set i  '=  0. Defining a new independent variable
.v =  V  r  2 aG M . r )
equation (1) becomes
; , ( f .  1 , d :r i \  —  -+- 2 aGM x -  — —  -  v,.xi------- = 0
c r  2- cv'r ex
We may solve equation (8) for / .  by the method o f  characteristics, where the 
characteristic curves are specified by
dr dv'r dx
( 8 )
(9)r~r'  2aGM(x -  1 2) -v'Txr '
Equation (9) yields two integrals
£  = ( l /2> r "  -  a G M r  ' . (10a)
C — x r . (10b)
Each integral specifies a family o f  surfaces in ( r ’ ..v,r) space. The intersection o f  two o f
these surfaces specifies a characteristic curve along which £. C. and f~ are constant. £  is
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proportional to total ion energy and C  is proportional to ion magnetic moment 
( m v '  2B0) since .v x  v '  r  and 5 0 x  r  ' .  Nonresonant ions move along these 
charactenstic curves conserv ing their total energy and magnetic moment. In Figure 2.3 
we plot four characteristic curves (solid lines) in ( r '  ..r.r) space and their projections
onto planes r  -  (short dashes) and z\ =1'^ -  l ’u (long dashes). The characteristic 
curves originate at r ' - l \ u *  l \ ,  and form a family o f curves for a continuum o f  values o f 
rr< > 1 and.v > 0.
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V/
Figure 2.3 Characteristic curves o f /. in (AM ’ ' . /* ) -space. Projections o f characteristic 
curves into the r = r  plane are ellipse segments (short dashes) and projections o f 
characteristic curves into the -  - boundary plane (long dashes) are hyperbolae. An ion 
entering the i - )  domain at v '  =  I ~ l  \, and.v> 1 never returns to the (-) domain.
Projections o f characteristic curves onto the r  = rn plane are ellipse segments that 
provide the circulation paths for nonresonant ions in velocity space as described in detail 
in section 2.2.5. The equation o f  the ellipses may be found by combining equations (7).
( 10a). and (10b) yielding
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( . v -  I 2 )‘  b~ + v ' r ~ a~ =  1. ( I I )
where a '  = 2 E ~  v z . b~ = a '  4 r ' . and v~ = a G M  2C . The maximum ( V )  and
minimum ( .v " ) values of.v on a given ellipse segment shown in Figure 2.3 are
determined from equation (11) by setting = CM + V v . We obtain
i
(12bi
Clearly, from equations ( 12a and b)
.v -  .v
so that the ellipses are symmetric about .v = 1
The projections o f the characteristic curves onto the C = r  , -  l \ f plane are
hyperbolae given by equation (10b). with their endpoints determined by equations (12a) 
and (12b). It is evident from these hyperbolae that /• —► r. as x —► 0. a lim it which only 
occurs i f  x ’ ^ 1. Clearly from the projections in the /• ~ ru plane the lim it x - *  0 occurs 
tor > T *  l \, : hence the radial velocity may approach a terminal value as /• —> r .  .
Setting x = 0 in equation (11) gives z\ = z \  = \  2£ . Thus ion terminal velocities, which 
are governed by E, cover a range o f values from = I ’n *  I to oo as is evident from 
the intersection points o f the ellipses with the z\ axis.
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2.2.5 Boundary Condition at v'r = f  -r l \ .-  r  -w
To establish the boundary condition at v[ = I ' *  l \ f we write the first equality in 
equation (9) as
dv' 2 aGM 1
~ r = — ^ 7 ”  -v _ t ; ■ ( i4 >dr r  i \  2
Clearly dz\ d r  > 0 i f  .v > 1 the m irror force exceeds the effective gravity and ions are 
accelerated. Ions are extracted from the region v'r < + V v  and accelerated into the
region v[ > I u, + V\: by the mirror force. The extraction preserves the distribution 
function: thus for .v > 1 i r . .v.  r ’ = C , *  I ) = /  (r. .v.  v ’ = l \ u ~ l  \, ).
In contrast, d r '  d r  < 0 i f  x < ; :: the effective gravity exceeds the mirror force and 
ions are slowed from r f > I'., + \ \.  to i \  < I U1 + I v . These ions become a source o f 
resonant ions, unrelated to the density o f resonant ions already uniform ly distributed in 
pitch angle on shell segments: therefore, f j r . x . v ' ,  = l \ ,  -  l \ .  I -  t { r .x .v  = C -  l \ ,  i.
Thus there is a circulation o f ions with 1: < .v < 1 along characteristic curv es as shown in 
Figure 2.3 from the (-) domain, through the ( - )  domain, and back to the (-) domain with 0 
< .V < 1;. Ions in the (- i domain with .v > 1 can circulate into the ( - )  domain but they 
never return to the (-> domain. They escape the effective gravity and resonant 
interactions with the waves, and approach v'n > F m ~ l \ t as /- —> -x .
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2.2.6 Solution o f the Transport Equation for H r ,  r)
For r  > r  . we assume that D  is sufficiently large that/2  is independent o f a. 
Accordingly, we integrate equation (1) from u = - 1 to u -  - tty . - Ft,) r  -  S. where 
follow ing the integration we let 0. As evident from Figure 2.1. we integrate over the 
circular arcs. Since the upper lim it o f integration is a function o f v. care must be 
exercised in integrating terms involving cfc i ' .  The purpose o f introducing c i^s to allow 
integration across the boundary between the ( - )  and (-> domains: 
fo r / i = -  l \ ,  ) v ~ o . I )  = 0. and /  = f j r . v  = F u *  l \ , ). There results
1  L i i   L l i U
v r r  2 1 v
l ' r r  ~  1 I '  ■ ( J t_  G \ (  _ i_  ’ t  V r, :  ~  1 M U v _  |  J ~  1  u  F ’ .n ,. ~  1 \ !  > '
( V r  J V r  J v
, ,  v  c . 1 / 1  c'  , ( ; • „ - ' „ r  f
-  /  > - o — -^-------— : I ---------------:------  1 = 0
r '  v r  , V  i )
To obtain a semi-analytical solution to equation (15). we apply an approximation valid 
where the wave speed is much larger than the thermal speed and extend the formalism to 
radial distances where the approximation is not formally valid. We change variables to 
c =  v - (I),/: - I ' m ) and assume e «  vpl: - I'm- A fter expanding equation < 15) in t:
and keeping lead terms only, we obtain an equation that preserves the essential physics 
but is much simpler:
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y c f  aG M  L’e \ c f  " aGM 2etvp, - l
&  1 U ~ £ ~----- :--- ~ ~    ■----------------------cr  ' r" r  ce _ r  r
Terms neglected in this expansion are not essential to the structure o f  the equation. Thus, 
the solution o f equation (16) appears to reveal the qualitative structure o f  the ion 
distribution even when the small € approximation is not formally valid.
We rewrite equation 116) in a particularly simple form with the change o f variables
.v = (1 - Q ) i \ he r ( a G M )  1. <17ai
and v = (>' 1 L *' . 117b)
giving
.vi' —— ~ ,v( 1 -  x ) - f -  -  ( 2.v -  1 ) ( /  - / ' )  =  0 .  11 8 1
c'y c'y
where q = vr , l \ u and O -  I i 'n„. The variable y  depends only on r  and serv es as our 
radial variable. The variable .v. as defined by equation 117a). specifies resonant ion 
energy shells ( v is constant on a given shell for a given r). and serves as our velocity 
coordinate; a is identical to v as defined by equation (7 ) only when v ‘ = r  -  \\, .
However, equation 117a) incorporates the small i \  (small c) approximation so that (1 -0 )  
vPh£ ~ v j  -. establishing approximate equivalence o f it and equation (7) for all i \ . We 
take q to be independent o f  r. but the range o f r  considered w ill guide us in choosing 
values for q. Very close to the Sun. q »  1 and at about 1 AU. <7 = 0.1 [Hollweg.  1999a. 
1999b, 1999c. 2000; Isenberg et al.. 2000. 2001; Isenberg 2001a. b. cj. To evaluate O. 
we write O = ( I ’m U.H :{Vph I ’<) with ( I'm/I a) given by equation (5a). The dispersion 
relation depicted in Figure 2.2 suggests a reasonable. lim ited range for the wave phase
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-  K / . - / _ ) = 0 .  (16)
speed o f I'm < vph < l 'A. but since we take vPh to be constant, we use the average o f I'm 
and T, to represent t>„: hence, the value we use for vpn depends on the ion species 
through I'm and represents the average phase speed sensed by an ion species over its
resonant range. For protons vph l 'A = 2. and for a massive ion vPi, l ' A ~ 1. This choice for
i'pi. always results in O < 1.
We solve equation (18) by the method o f characteristics, where its characteristic 
curves are specified by
dx x( 1 - .V) = dy a t = -  d f  (2.v -  I )( / . -  /  ) (19)
The first equality in equation (19) yields
.-1 =  v  (1 - .v). (20)
where A is a constant that specifies a particular characteristic curve. For.v j : ; . / .  =/_.  
as described in section 2.2.5. so that M  v. .v) is constant along each characteristic curve. 
For.v < 1 2 ./- ~ f j .  using the second equality in equation (19) we may write along a 
characteristic
dr  df_
—  =  ; . ( 2 1 )
AT ~(2.V  -  1 ) ( / .  -  / J
Rearranging equation (21). elim inating x w ith equation (20). and applying the integrating 
factor (y - A ) t "  we obtain
/ . ( y . . v )  =  y - ( I  -  . - ! ) ( > • -  .•() " / , ( 1  -  A ) - v ' ( y  - A ) "  J d r " y "  ' (2 A -  y "  ) f j y " . x "  ) . ( 2 2 )
where .v"=  1 — A( \ " ) "' from equation (20) and the integration must be performed along 
a characteristic curve specified by A.
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We require the correspondence between/. and/_ to solve equation (22). At some 
radial distance, r ' . ions cross r '  = 1 /  -  V’u with .v = x' and then return to
r '  = 1 /  -  \ \ ,  at a greater radial distance r"  with .v = A '" <  .v ' as shown in Figure 2.3. 
S ince/- is constant on characteristic curves in the (~) domain (Figure 2.3) and /’ is 
continuous for .v > 1 we may write
/  (.v"./-". v[ = 1 /  *  l \ ,  ) = y  i .v '. r '. r ' = 1 /  ~ I \, ) -  t ( x ' . r ’.v '  - I '  In terms
of.v and y. this continuity condition may be written as
/ . (  y " ..v ") = /  l . r /v ') .  (23)
To determine the relationship between the primed and double-primed variables, we 
rew rite equation (10b) using equation (17b) and obtain
»c;i ! -  ( > i 11 ■ u O  • i  i i i / l !  - ( ) i  , i iA V -  A \ . (24)
Combining equations (24). (20). and (13) yields
y '  =  .
and ,v' = .4y"_ l . (25b)
Replacing /'. ( r " ..v " ) in equation (22) by /_ (y"(y" A -  I )1'’1 ~qQ ..4y"~ "I yields the 
integral equation
25a)
/ -O ' .  -V) = y': (.v -  A ) "(1 -  . 4 ) / / !  -  A)
: (y - A ) '  J d r "  y " - ' (2 A -  y " ) J \  y"(y".-T: - i f ' " " '  Ay (26)
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Equation (26) is the im plic it solution fo r/^(v . x ) when .r < Vi. In the Appendix we 
discuss the structure o f /J y ,  x) and the method used to solve equation (26) numerically. 
Also in the Appendix and Chapter 2.3. we show that/_(y. x) may be determined for a 
large fraction o f the solution space (v > I . .t < Vj). and that much may be understood 
about the entire distribution function without having to solve the integral equation.
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CHAPTER 2.3
RESULTS
We must specify a form for f n( x ) to enable computation o f /_  ( v . .v ) .  In the 
follow ing subsections we consider separately the results o f first taking /"n proportional to 
a delta function and second letting f 0(.x) equal an extended function of.v. The delta
function form o f A, has virtue because o f its sim plicity, whereas the extended Ai is clearly 
more general. Either choice o f A, provides useful insights into the evolution o f ion 
distribution functions, ion-proton differential streaming, and the radial dependence o f ion 
temperatures. In Chapter 2.4. we show that the sensitivity o f /  ( v ,.v ) to the form o f
f,A x ) diminishes as r  increases.
2.3.1 Delta Function A,
At r  = To the delta function boundary condition concentrates protons at the point 
(v ' r = 1 ^ , 1 ’ =  0) and each heavy ion species onto its unique energy shell in velocity
space (dark arc in Figure 2.1). Shell endpoints occur at (Vn  ,0) and ( F m + V K, ,V  0 ).
where is given by equation (5), and the maximum V o f ions on their delta function
shell at r0 is Z’ _0 (see Figure 2.4). We determine l \ 0 from equation (6) w'ith
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I*’*1 = l \>, ~ 1 \t 311(1 v = • yielding r c = 2vpJ \ ,  (1 - l \ ,  2vph) . where = 0 fo r
protons. As ion mass/charge ratio increases. I and ly  n increase. Therefore, combining
the kinetic shell model with the cold, electron-proton plasma dispersion relation builds-in 
at r„  higher perpendicular temperatures and higher streaming speeds o f heavy ions 
compared w ith protons. We show in following subsections that regardless o f the form o f 
/ol.t) these non-thermal features persist for r  > r,
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Figure 2.4 Constant energy shells at r  = r„ for protons, alpha particles, and O '  
ions. The maximum value o f v is r  0 . which occurs when r M = l \ , .  
where zv is ion radial velocity in the solar wind frame. The values o f r  forrs « t.
each ion species are indicated by the dashed, horizontal lines, and the values o f 
Vst are indicated by the dashed, vertical lines, t’ c = l ' u =  0 for protons. 
l \  = 1500kms and = ISOknvs.
A parameter related to Z’ i0 . which defines the x  value o f  the initial energy' shell 
unique to each species and which we use extensively to distinguish features o f  the 
solution forf_.  is .v(). Using equation (7) to transform the expression for V  Ci to .v,, yields
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*0 = C 0q :Q ( \ - Y : Q ) a . (27)
where Cn = ('T‘ rp GM  is constant, but q. Q. and a  are species dependent and .vo = 0 for
protons. The definitions o f  q and Q appear after equation (18). We showed in section 
2.2.5. when.v > l/ : , ions must focus forward from the (-) domain into the (+) domain.
From equation (20). we note that for any value of.-f. x -+ 1 asr r{. —> x  . Therefore.
three cases must be considered separately: .v. < ) : . U < .v, < 1, and .v > 1 ■
We depict the small-r evolution o f the proton delta function shell in the ( r ’ ..v) plane 
in Figure 2.5 by sketching the delta function shell at three values o f r  n, for VA = 1500 
km  s. and l \ u = 150 km s. The influence o f the effective gravity averaged over a shell 
dominates magnetic m irroring for small .v. The delta function shell is continually 
reformed at increasing v as r  increases: thus, the intersection point o f  this shell and the 
-1- - boundary (.v?) increases as r  increases. WTien r n ,  = 1. the shell is a point at ( l \ u. 0). 
Setting .v = .v; = ' 4. in equation (20) and using this set o f parameters gives r r „  *  1.06. and 
when .v; = '/:. r r 0 = 1.15. Once .v; = -  S. ( 6  -> 0 ) ions immediately circulate through
the (-r) domain and return to the (-) domain to scatter along the lower shell at ,v: = 1: - S. 
This process is indicated by the two closely spaced arcs in Figure 2.5. As l 'A increases, 
the radial distance where .v; reaches I- decreases. The value o f x at even,' point on a shell 
is the same as the value of.v at the intersection o f that shell and the +■- boundary and 
represents the energy o f that shell through equation (17a).
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Figure 2.5 Evolution o f the proton delta function shell at selected values o f r  r,„ 
The lowest arc and the upper arc o f the paired arcs represent the delta function 
shell at different values o f r. A t r  = /•„ protons are at the point ( 0 ) .  For the 
parameter set = 1500 km s and I „  =150 km s once r  r„ = 1.15 protons 
achieve x = which allows m irroring forward into the ( - )  domain. A t .v = : 
protons immediately circulate through the (~> domain and return to the (-> domain 
to scatter on the lower o f the paired arcs (.\ i ).
The entire ion distribution is described by a delta function in r  until x = 1: .  w ith r- 
dependent amplitude. Once.v exceeds the ion distribution w ill consist o f a continuous 
part plus a delta function shell o f constant amplitude. For.v < 1: we determine the v- 
dependent amplitude o f the delta function by setting./^(y. .v) equal to the first term in 
equation (26) (/- = 0) and n(r) -  . where n(r) = nQ(rG r ) : is ion number density.
and no is the number density at r„. See the Appendix section A .l where, consistent with 
the small £ approximation, we show that equations (8) and (18) conserve number flux, 
thus yielding n( r )=  n0(rv r ) z. Performing the integration subject to the small e 
approximation ( v ~ v ph -  Vu ) gives
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f j y . x <  I 2) = [y / ( x 0 - v - l ) ] n 0r0: ( r p( - l \ ,  )£ [x - ( .v 0 - y - 1 )  y ] 2 t ( a G M )1. For
protons A'o = l 'u = 0. so the factor y/Uv, ~ y  -  1) renders/_(y. .t) for protons doubly 
singular at y  = 1.
W e  f u r t h e r  e x a m i n e  t h e  r a d i a l  e v o l u t i o n  o f / ' i n  F i g u r e  2.6. T h e  e l l i p s e s  ( d a s h e d  
c u r v e s )  s h o w n  i n  F i g u r e s  2.3 a n d  2.6 a r e  p r o j e c t i o n s  o f  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  c u r v e s  o f / 1  i n t o  
t h e  v )  p l a n e .  C u r v e  2 i s  t h e  d e l t a - f u n c t i o n  s h e l l  ( h i g h e s t  e n e r g y  i n  t h e  w a v e - f r a m e .  
x  =  a". )  a n d  c u r v e  1 i s  t h e  s h e l l  p o p u l a t e d  b y  i o n s  j u s t  r e t u r n i n g  t o  t h e  ( - )  d o m a i n  f r o m  
t h e  ( - )  d o m a i n  ( l o w e s t  w a v e - f r a m e  e n e r g y  s h e l l . . v  =  a ,  ) .  A t  r  = n,. x = a , „  s o  f r o m  
e q u a t i o n  (20) A ty  =  1 )  =  1 -  a „  . S e t t i n g  .-1 =  1 -  .y,„ i n  e q u a t i o n  (20) y i e l d s
A; ( r )  = 1 — (1 - a „ )(/• r  ' J ' ’ . (28a)
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r  ' r
V sw  V m
F igure 2.6 Projected characteristics o f / ,  (ellipses) and boundary curves (1 — 3) in 
( z\ ..v) space. W ithin the region bounded by curves 1 -  3,/ i s  continuous, and outside the 
re g io n /=  0. Curve 2 is the delta function shell, curve 1 is the shell formed by ions just 
returning to the (-) domain from the (—) domain and curve 3 is a boundary that indicates 
the progress o f ions along the elliptical paths. Points a d mark the progress o f ions 
along correspondingly-labeled ellipses. VA = 1500 km  s. 1 /  = 150 km  s. and r  -  6/?.. 
The dark curves (2 and 3) indicate the singular part o f  the velocity distribution.
During the time ions circulate through the ( - )  domain. x : increases: ions are continuously 
extracted at the -  - boundary' at(.v, > } / r  ). circulate along their elliptical trajectories
through the (+) domain, and return to the -  - boundary at (\ -  ,v( , r  > r  ). An ion returning 
to the ( - - )  boundary at .i| and r  was extracted at the (+/-) boundary at 1 -  .vi and r,. So 
equation (28a) may be written as l-.v , = 1 - ( 1 - . y0 )(/- rG)~q{]^  tUqQ' . S im ilarly, equation
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(10b) may be written as(l -  .r, )r -  x , r . Combining these two equations by elim inating r, 
yields the im plic it equation for.v, (r)
.v1[ . v . / ( l - x ) r :-tf" :*,e ' = ( l - . v 0)(r r ) J ' * *  . (28b)
where from equation (28a) we require r  >[2(1 — .v„) ] ' to ensure .v > : .
The equation o f either curv e 1 or 2 is found by combining equations (6) and ( ~ > 
yielding
v( z\ ) = -(/• l a G M  )[f ti. -  v pn -  v[ ]: *  ,r : l a G M  . (29)
where we transformed from the wave frame to the Sun frame using v, =  l \  ~ i 'n„ -  v [ .
Equation (29) is a family o f parabolas that represent a continuum o f resonant ion energy 
shells, each specified by a different value o f v at a given value o f r  n,. where on a specific 
shell r  is constant. The value o f r  for curve 1 (2) is determined by setting x -  x\ (.v;) and 
v[  = I +  I ,,. where .v; and ,V| are given by equations (28a and b). Doing this yields 
r " ,  -  laGMx,  : r '  ~ { v pK - 1 \ , . Since r t.: is constant on a shell. .\\: is also constant on 
that same shell, as previously stated.
As r  and x : increase, the radial distance required for an ion to completely circulate 
through the ( - )  domain increases. A t a given r  there w ill be a continuous variation o f 
relative progress o f ions along their respective ellipses, ranging from zero advancement at 
( I r r w. .v,) to completed circulation at ( I ]u .v.). The locus o f points ( v 'r . .v) that 
mark the extent o f circulation o f ions along the ellipses forms a continuous curve in the 
(+) domain (curve 3). Thus, curve 3 is a boundary that identifies the radial velocity o f
nonresonant ions at a specific r  for each value o f x  at extraction and represents the
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singular part o f  the nonresonant ion velocity distribution. Therefore, any point in the 
region to the right o f curve 3 is not accessible to ions at the specified value o f r. The ion 
distribution is continuous inside the region bounded by curves 1 - 3 and vanishes outside 
the region bounded by these curves.
We determine the analytical form o f curve 3 from equations ( 10b), (17b). and (20). 
giving
,v = .v '[( l- .v0) ( l - . v ' ) ] " '^ 1 /• )" . (30)
Here, .v locates the intersection o f curve 3 with an ellipse that intersects the -  - boundary 
at .v' [equation (12a)J. and r ’ (.v) is determined from equation (11). Intersection points
along curve 3 labeled a -  d mark the progress o f ions along correspondingly-labeled 
ellipses, where the location o f each point is determined from equation (30). In Figure 2.6 
the parameters are the same as those used in Figure 2.5. An ion extracted at ellipse "a" 
w ill just complete its circulation through the 1^) domain at this r: hence intersection point 
a is located at the lower ends o f  both ellipse "a” and curve 3 and at the -  - boundary.
Ions that follow ellipses "b ”  and “ c”  have moved less "distance”  along curv e 3 and ions 
are just being extracted at ellipse "d ”  at this value o f r. As r  -> x  . x. —> 0 and A\ —> 1. 
so all ions eventually return to the (-) domain.
Contours o f ) for protons are shown in Figure 2.8. w h e re /is  plotted for
r  = 3Rs in Figure 2.8a and r  = 5Rs in Figure 2.8b. To fin d / ( v ’r . v ), we must first solve
equation (26) fo r/ _ ( v , . t ) , then transform from (.v.y) to (r. z \ A \  ) through equations (6)
and (17). To determine/ ,  we invoke the continuity o f/  at the + - boundary and the
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constancy o f/ -  along characteristics. A ll values o f/a re  normalized to the maximum 
value calculated, so that the maximum value o f / in  a contour plot is 1 and /is  
dimensionless. The grayscale o f the contour plots is shown in Figure 2.7. The contours 
are differentiated by 10 shades o f gray, where i f  a value o f / fa l ls  below 0.1. the region 
appears white. A detailed description o f the structure o f f j y . x )  and the methods used to 
obtain the analytical and numerical solutions for f _  appear in section A.2 o f the 
Appendix.
Figure 2.7 Contour plot gray scale key. Any values less than 0.1 are white.
V
I
Figure 2.8a Proton distribution function contours in velocity space for r  = 
VA =1500km/s. 1 /  = 150 km/s.
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Figure 2.8b Similar to Figure 2.8a except here r  = 5Rs. A comparison o f figures 
a and b illustrates the shift o f the contours o f/_  toward f 'VM and the reduction in 
perpendicular velocity due to the ongoing effect o f adiabatic cooling as r  
increases.
In Figure 2.8c we plot contours o f a bi-M axwellian distribution with T T = 5 for
comparison to the computed proton distribution functions. Comparing Figure 2.8c to 
either Figure 2.8a or 2.8b shows that the ion distribution function we calculate is clearly 
not Maxwellian. The general shape and proportions o f the contours of/'shown in Figures 
2.8a and 2.8b are sim ilar to those obtained by Isenberg [2001a] and Isenberg et al. [2000. 
2001],
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Figure 2.8c. Contour lines o f a bi-Maxwellian velocity distribution with
r = 5 T .
The dark curve outlining the distribution in Figures 2.8a and 2.8b represents the delta 
function shell. Since the delta function shell provides a sharp boundary between regions 
o f zero and nonzero f .  r„. labels the minimum value o f v'r for the distribution. The large
value o ff _  nearr' T u, = 1 results from the flow o f ions into the (-) domain from the ( - )
domain due to the dominance o f the effective gravity at small v . The rapid decrease o f 
f_  as r '  —> vm becomes more dramatic as r  increases due to ongoing magnetic mirroring 
and the more-rapidly decreasing effective gravity. The effective gravity slows ions to 
low e r r ' while the m irror force combined with pitch-angle scattering o f  ions by waves
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increases!’ ' . Also, vm increases as r  increases as is evident when comparing Figure 2.8a 
with Figure 2.8b. This motion o f extremes o f energy shells in opposite directions in 
velocity-space causes shells to converge toward a single energy shell. This effect is 
analogous to the creation o f the “ pile up" shell described by Isenberg [2001a] and 
Isenberg et al. [2000, 2001 ].
Continuity o f /a t  the *  - boundary is apparent by the continuity o f  contour lines across 
the ( - - )  boundary. The circulation point on the ( - - )  boundary ( z\  r „  = 1.25 in 2.8a
and r_ l 'ru ~ 0.95 in 2.8b) moves to lower r  as r  increases because o f the relative 
decrease o f the magnitude o f the effective gravity compared with the m irror force. The 
extent in v o f the entire distribution is decreasing as r  increases due to ongoing adiabatic 
cooling and the width in i \  o f the resonant part o f the distribution decreases as r increases 
due to the increasingly dominant m irror force compared with the decreasing effective 
gravity.
We plot proton parallel and perpendicular temperatures as a function o f radial distance 
scaled by the solar radius in Figure 2.9. The perpendicular to parallel temperature 
anisotropy, also given as a function o f r R s. is plotted in Figure 2.10. Perpendicular and 
parallel ion temperatures as a function o f  r  may be calculated by taking moments o f 
/ ( v'r ,v  . r ) .  By definition
T = mt : t /  2ke (31a)
and T = mt {(v - I ] ) 2) k B, (31b)
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where denotes an average. Vt is average parallel flow  speed, and Ag is Boltzmann’s
constant. The average o f a generic quantity ^  is found from n = ^ d ' z ' v / f . where n is
ion number density. Since we calcu la te/at discrete points in velocity space, summations 
replace the integrations.
The proton distribution occupies the point (0,0) in the solar wind frame in velocity 
space at n,: therefore. T j r t ) = 0. The perpendicular temperature rises to a maximum o f
approximately 1.8 \  10” K by approximately 2.5/?s. then slowly drops as r  increases. This 
rapid rise in temperature is artificial due to our choice o f  boundary condition. Although 
the values o f T are o f the correct order o f  magnitude, they are too small by a factor o f 
roughly two. and the decrease o f T w ith increasing r  disagrees with observ ations [Kohl 
er al.. 1998: Cranmer et al.. 1999b] that indicate that proton temperatures remain fairly 
constant in the range 1.5/?, < r <  4/?,. The parallel temperatures are quite low and after an 
early rise, decrease as r  increases, which agrees qualitatively with Hollweg. [1986], 
Dusenben and Hollweg. [ 1981 ]. Li et al.. [1999], Isenberg et al., [2000. 2001 ]. and 
Hol lweg and Isenberg. [2002]; consequently, the calculated temperature anisotropy is 
very large. However, observ ations [Kohl et al.. 1998. Cranmer et al.. 1999b. Antonucci 
et al.. 2000] show the proton temperature anisotropy is o f  order 10 out to many R„  but 
never as large as we calculate. Since VA actually decreases as r  increases, we expect that 
a modified theory using a reasonable f / r )  would cause the temperature anisotropy to 
decrease much more rapidly than we calculate here.
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(a)
r  Rs 
(b l
F igure 2.9. Proton perpendicular (a) and parallel (b> temperatures as a function 





Figure 2.10. Proton temperature anisotropy as a function o f r  R<.
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Vi <  x0 <  1
The condition ay  > ' :  cannot be met for protons, since for protons x, = 0 . The size o f
ay  is strongly influenced by the size o f IV  so given a sufficiently large IV  a y  for any 
other ion species may easily exceed V. We analyze this case for He"* when f V =750 
k ms  and I V  = 150 km/s. yielding x0 -0.82. Our choice for I 'A is smaller by a factor o f 
at least 2 than typical values o f I ^  at r -  2/?,. but we use it since it yields ay, < 1. For 
heavier ions, or He"* with larger I V  the condition x, < 1 may not be reasonable. From 
Figure 2.11. plotted for He'*, we note that ay  > 1 for > 850 km/s. The size o f  may 
easily exceed 850 kms  at /* = 2 and the increase o f ay with increasing IT, is more 
pronounced as mass charge increases, so obtaining a value o f a y  < 1 for heavy ions seems 
unlikely. However, the results for the case ; : ay < I possess interesting characteristics,
so we choose to discuss it.
* 0  '■
r iz
C. 5
1 ^ ( 1 0  Atw. s )
Figure 2.11 a y  versus l 'A for He2*. For I ', > 850km s . a y  > 1. and for 
l \  < 600 km  s . a y  < 1:. x, = 0 for protons for all IV
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/The behavior of the ion distribution when J' < .tn <1 is substantially different from
the case when ay. < ' and is illustrated in Figure 2.12. In Figure 2 .12a. we show the 
delta function shell (curve 2) and delta function boundary in the ( - )  domain (curve 3) at 
r  r,, = 2. Figure 2.12b depicts the distribution at the radial distance where the lowest 
point o f  curve 3 First intersects the ( -  - ) boundary: here, x -  1 -  ay and x ' = .v„.
Substituting these values into equation (30) gives r  = .v, (I -  a ,, ) = 4.6 for this case.
For r  i\, < ay (1 a,,), / remains singular on curves 2 and 3 with identical amplitude and
zero elsewhere I see the relevant discussion in the following subsection for the case
A Y  >  I  ) .
Once the radial position o f the ion distribution exceeds a y / y  (1 - a y ), ions w ill be swept 
back to v '  < r  — I to scatter on new shells, thus creating a continuous ion
distribution indicated by the shaded region shown in Figures 2.12c and 2.12d. The lead 
boundary o f the continuous distribution (curve 4) moves toward larger a  as r  increases 
while curve 1 moves down, thus broadening the continuous distribution. Since this 
energy shell (curve 4) is created when curve 3 reaches ( f (ii + 1 \ f . 1 — ,vh). we may
determine the radial dependence o f its intersection w-ith the ( -  - ) boundary (a 4 ) from 
equation (20) and r  n, = ay / (  1 -  a y ). We obtain
ay = 1 -  A ' ( r  rkiy q' ' "Q" " " qQ' . (32)
where A' = a(i[a„ 41 -.v,,)]""^’"  rqQ' =8.5. <7 = 3.6". and 0  = 0.23 for our choice o f 
parameters and He2*. Setting ay = 1: in equation (32) yields
r ;  r() = (2 a 0 ) ,n ,(? i q' a 0 /(l -  a 0 ) = 6.3 . When the continuous part o f the distribution
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exceeds this radial position, those ions may focus forward into the ( - )  domain. The delta 
function fronts and the continuous distribution o f /a t  r  r, = 6.3 are shown in Figure
for.v s: 0.82 . Curve 2 is the delta function shell and curve 3 is the boundary
curve for nonresonant io n s ./is  singular with the same amplitude on both curves.
I "  ~ I = 276km s
(b). Similar to 2 .12a except r  r. ^4.6. At this radial position curve 3 just returns 
to the -  - boundary. Curve 1 is the lowest wave-frame energy shell (represented 
by v i) and is populated by ions just returning to the resonant domain, .v. —> 1 and 
.v. —> 0 as r  r, —» x  . /  *  0 only on curves 1. 2. and 3 at this heliocentric
(ai
Figure 2.12 (a) He‘ " distribution function boundary curves at r  r,, = 2
distance.
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0.85 C.S C.95 
<c>
1.05 1 .1
Vsw ^ V m
Figure 2.12(c). Similar to 2 .12a and 2 .12b. but now
/ - / ; = ( 2.v, v' '<■’ ,v(> (1 -  ,v(, ) ~ 6.3 . The shaded region contains the
continuous part o f the ion distribution. Curve 4 is the lead energy shell o f  the 
continuous part o f the distribution (specified by .v4) and has just reached ,v = ; ; at 
this radial distance. At this radial distance ions from the continuous part o f  the 
distribution focus into the ( - )  domain. In the interior region bounded by curves 2 
and 3 and the shaded region./ =  0.
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.V;






Vsw + V m
Figure 2.12(d) H e re rr, = 12.5 <r = 25/?,). Curve 5 is a boundary in the ( - )  
domain resulting from the circulation o f ions from the continuous part o f the 
distribution (shaded region). In the intenor region bounded by curves 2 and 3 and 
the shaded region./ =  0.
When the radial distance exceeds ( 2.vn)' ' <>' ‘r ' c ' x i.ru (1 -  .v „). resonant ions in the
continuous distribution w ill focus forward, circulate through the ( - )  domain, and 
eventually return to the (-) domain to scatter on new shells. Consequently, another 
boundary (curve 5 in Figure 2.12d) forms in the ( - )  domain. Employing a method 
identical to that used to create equation (30) yields the equation o f curve 5
.v = .v'.v0(1 — .v(l r [ .Y 0 /(I -  .v')],:- ^  r0)- . (33)
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where x and x '  have the same meaning as before and l \  (.v) is again determined from 
equation (11). In the gap between the shaded region and curves 1 -  3. as shown in Figure 
2 .12d for r r „  = 12.5 (r  = 2 5RS), f -  0. As r  r  -> x .  from equations (28a) and (31).
.v. —► 1 and x. —> 1: thus the gap narrows as radial distance increases.
A'O >  1
At r  = n. a resonant ion with a large mass charge ratio, or a lighter ion scattering on 
waves w ith 1*A l 'sw »  1 may be characterized by.v,, > 1. We illustrate this situation in 
Figure 2.13 with a plot o f the distribution function o f He'* ions for l \  -  1000 km s and 
n. ~ 2 /?,. yielding v, = 1.46. The intersection point o f the resonant-ion shell (curve 2)
with the -  - boundary is again given by equation (28a). Magnetic m irroring dominates 
the effective gravity for.v > I: hence, curve 2 w ill move toward smaller.v as r  increases. 
For r >  n, ions w ill immediately accelerate to l \  > I ' r u  -  I . Again, a singular
distribution forms in the (-> domain (curve 3) specified by the locus o f points ( c’ ’ . .v ). 
w ith x given by
.v = .v'[(.v1. - l ) / ( . v ' - l ) ] ' ;-*<" ' ,:-(-” ( r (341
where.v’ has the same meaning as before [see equation (30)]. On both curves 2 and 3,/ is  
singular w ith identical amplitude (see below) a n d /=  0 elsewhere. In Figure 2.13a the ion 
distribution is shown when r r (l = 2 and. in Figure 2.13b. / • - * « .  As r  —> x  curve 3 
approaches the v'r axis. —> 0 and f ( r  —> x )  spans a continuous range o f radial
velocities from Vsu +  l \ { up to a maximum value, . Ions with radial velocity V'rS, were
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extracted at the ellipse that intersects the ( - - )  boundary at ( l „  -  r M. ,r0). From equations 
(10). we Find r ' „  = v 2aGM{.xf -1 ) rr ( I 'o> -  I \ f )'~ . For *,> > 1, all ions eventually leave 





Figure 2.13 (a) He'* distribution for l ’A = 1000 km s. J'(U = 200 km s. and r  = 4R.
(A', 5= 1.46). The distribution function is singular on both curves 2 and 3.
V„ -  l '  368 Arm s'
(b) Similar to 2 .13a. but now r —> x  (actual nr.. -  100). In velocity space, the 
distribution collapses to the horizontal line along the abscissa r  -► 0. curve 2 and the 
"vertical”  part o f curve 3 collapse to a point at r '  = r .u ~ l ’x;. and all particles focus into 
the ( - )  domain as and achieve their asymptotic radial velocities.
The resonant ion distribution function for this case is given by [see equations (20) and
Since .v() > 1: . / -  = f_  at the t- - boundary for all r, but we wish to determine 
/ .  (r. t ’ . i \  > l ’SH -r r „  ) (See Figure 2.3 for a plot o f curves o f constant / .  ). We
(26)]
/ _ ( v..v) = aS[ 1 -  y ( l -  a-) — .v„ ]. (35a)
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determines by calculating n(rn) = n0 = j d ' v f ,  where/o = /_ ( l .x )  = a S l x - x ,,).
Integrating and including the small e approximation ( r  -  v pr -  l \ , ) yields
a = nr r j ( v pr -  l ' u ) lx x { ( a G \ t ) '.  (35b)
In section 2.2.4 we showed that/ .  = f j E . C ) .  where £ ( / \ r  . / )  and C (t’ . r )  are 
given by equations (10) and (7) and represent the total ion energy and magnetic moment, 
respectively. Once we know x and y  in terms o f £  and C at the -  - boundary, we may 
determine/- at all points in the ( * )  domain.
We determine x (£ .C )a t the -  - boundary by combining equations (7 ). (10a). and ( 10b) 
and setting = r  , - 1 /  in equation ( 10a). There results
x l£ .C )  = ' : [ l - % 1 - 4 C ( £ -  : l ' : l a G \ f  J. (36i
where /  s i ’ ~ I ’„ . Combining equations (36). ( 10b). and ( 17b) yields
i < £ . 0  = ( 37 )2C ( 1 * X 1 - 4 C ( £ -  ' /  -) aG M  
where a  = q( I -  O ) (1 *  qQ ). Substituting the expressions for x and y  from equations 
(36) and (37) into the argument o f the delta function in equation (35a) gives / .  < £ .C ).
The nonresonant ion distribution function is a complicated function o f £  and C when 
equations (36) and (37) fo rx (£ ,C ) andy(£ .C )a re  used. However, a simple, analytical 
expression fo r/, results when we analyze the behavior o f / .  ( r  —> x ) and let x r, -1  «  1. 
This case is reasonably represented by the state o f the ion distribution shown in Figure 
2.13b (.Vo = 1.46). As /•—> * .  v _ —> 0 and aGMr~‘ —» 0. so from equation ( 10a)
£  *  K r ' ‘ . Also for.v0 ^  1. ions w ill reach terminal velocities only slightly greater than
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11. so 4C ( E -  Vz\ '0: ), aGM  = 2C(z\: -  I ’j  ) aG M  «  1. Expanding the radicals in
equations (36) and (37) and substituting the simplified expressions into the argument o f 
the delta function in equation (35a) gives
/ . ( r . r  . r '  I = a d [ l- .v „  ~ (C  r0 )CT* r „ ( r ' ‘ -  U : ) la G M ] .  (38)
Using equations (35b) and (38). we demonstrate that as r  —> x  the number density o f 
resonant ions in ) vanishes and that the number density o f nonresonant ions i n . ) 
conserves number flux. Integrating equation (35a) over the velocity space o f the (-) 
domain, applying the small c approximation ( v *  r „ .  -  l \ ,  ). and using equation (35b)
y i e l d s / i „ / ; ' r ' ' ( y - . v ,  -1) ,v, v : . For the nonresonant ions, we again calculate 
number density, but now use = j l m  dv dz\ f .  ■ From equations (7) and ( 10b) we 
substitute aG M r 'd C  fo rv dv . set.v,, = 1. and again replace a using equation (35b). 
First integrating the result in C. then integrating in z\ while applying the small c 
approximation ( r '  = -  l \ f ) yields ;i. = nt)r ’ r ~ ' . Clearly, as r  -> x . « decreases
faster than . so that all ions are eventually focused forward into the ( - )  domain. See 
the Appendix, section A .I. for a more detailed discussion o f the conservation o f number 
flux.
Ions are not uniform ly distributed along curve 3 as r  -»  x . The number density o f 
ions w ith radial velocity in the range r r to v r + Avr is given by A = (cn cvr )Az\..
Using a procedure sim ilar to that used to calculate . we find
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cn cv r 3c (v ;  -  f'0: 1 , where the constant o f proportionality depends on ion
species. Clearly. Art. is a decreasing function o f increasing r r : so. for a given A ; \ . 
An, tz \ ~ rn) »  A / ;J r .  ~ r ' 4/). This seems reasonable as we expect few ions w ill be 
accelerated to the highest asymptotic velocities.
As r  -> x  . v -> 0 so T —> 0. but T is nonzero and is given by equation (31b). 
The required average values are found by taking moments o f /_ as given by equation 
(38). Performing the integrations and simplifying the result for the case .v,, -  1 «  1 
yields
T = r t ; ( 'T ‘ ( l - 2 D  k a. (39a)
where r  = [cr (2cr-!)](('.',• • (39b)
Evaluating equations (39) for the parameters used to create Figure 2.13 yields 
T  = O .^A 'IO " K  . Helium temperatures in slow solar wind (C„ -  440km  s) at
r  i  0.7 AU may be inferred from Figure 8.2 o f Ktarsch [1991], giving T ~ 0.2A' 10° AT. 
Evaluating equations (39) at l \  = 1000km s (much too large at this distance) and 
 ^ =440km s yields T ^  0.2 A'10° K  . However, at a distance o f 0.7 AC  -  6 0 k m s ;
using this value o f l ’A yields T = 0.05A'10° K.
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2.3.2 Extended /o(x)
In contrast to the delta function distribution, an extended/(a) provides a continuous 
range o f ion speeds at r  = r0. As a result, a fraction o f the ion distribution may extend to 
a > 1 at r  =  r0. and never return to the (-) domain. We choose a Gaussian in a  fo r this 
distribution. /  ( a )  = a e x p [-6 ( .t  -  x ) : ]. subject to the condition f  ( a  <  0 )  =  0 . and 
where bA is proportional to the distribution temperature. We determine a by arbitrarily
x
choosing .v = 1;. b = 5. and setting j"c / 't /n( r )  = n„ . where in the small c approximation
the integration in velocity space may be transformed to an integration in,v (see the 
Appendix section A. 1). and a(v ) is defined by equation (17a).
There are in general no resonant ion boundary shells in the case o f an extended/ 
since ion energies are unbounded. Our choice o f boundary condition /  ( / ; , )  =  0  places an
ion front along r ’ = J’;ii *  I ] ,  at r -  r,„ As r  increases, and ions are focused forward, the
front moves into the ( - )  domain. For r  > r (! this infinite, /--dependent, front divides the 
(-O domain into a region accessible to ions above the front and an inaccessible region 
below the front (see Figure 2.14). The intersection point o f  the front with an ellipse that 
intersects the -  - boundary at ( f /  +  VKf, x ' )  determines ion radial velocities at nr,, for 
continuous values o f .v’ at extraction.
To find the equation o f the front, we rewrite equation (10b) as
a V0 = a t , (40a)
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and equation (11) as
(40b)
where the coordinate o f the intersection o f the front and the ellipse intersecting
( I /  I „..v ' > Z2) is ( t ’' . . r ) . Using equation (40a) to eliminate .v' in (40b). and
- a G M  2xr (see section 2.2.4). we obtain
.v = (U )C0a f ‘( r  /;,)[(r  /;,): - \ ]  (1 ~ q O ) : r ' : (1 /  -  l \ f )' -  1 ~ ( r  r - l f .  (41)
The intersection point o f  the front and the *  - boundary is ( r '  = l ' ru -  l \ , . .v,). where
follows from equation (41). Two positions o f the front corresponding to the two different 
values o f r  are indicated in Figure 2.14. Ions at the front that entered the ( - )  domain at 
comparatively large .v have circulated along a smaller fraction o f their elliptical trajectory 
than ions that entered the ( - )  domain with smaller .v. As r r , ,  increases, the front moves in 
a clockwise sense along the elliptical projections o f the characteristics o f / . ,  indicating 
increased radial velocity for increased .v at extraction due to acceleration by the net radial 
force. As r  —» x  in equations (41) and (42). x —> 0 and .v, —> 0. and the front becomes a 
straight line along the r '  axis: all ions extracted with .v > 1 at r  = /•„ have:1; - > .  where 
is defined after equation (13). and those ions with .v < 1 are swept back to 
< V / -  \ \ r  This large-r behavior o f  the front is sim ilar to the large-r behavior shown 
in Figure 2 .13b for the delta function/, with .v0 > 1. However, for our choice o f extended 
/  there is no upper lim it to r ' .
.V. = ( r  /•,. - I f (42
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Figure 2.14. Ion fronts in the ( - )  domain at r  n, -  1.5 (top curve) and r  n, -  3 
(bottom curve).
Contours o f / f o r  protons in velocity space are plotted in Figure 2.15. Equation (41) 
may be converted to velocity space using equation (7). yielding v I r '  ) that is a 
hyperbola, and equation (42) becomes r  . f t> = v 2or[C ir r Hr r * l » ]  • Companng 
Figure 2.15a with 2.15b and 2.16a with 2.16b we note that / I  = 0 below the front, and the 
front flattens and r  . moves toward lower l ’ as r  increases. The entire distribution
moves toward Tsw *  l \ f as r  increases due to adiabatic deceleration. Ions extracted at the 
~ - boundary having .v < 1 produce the contours o f / /  that circulate through the ( - )  
domain and return to the ( t  -) boundary. Ions having .v > 1 at extraction produce 
contours o f / /  that terminate on the front in the (i-) domain, and constitute the fraction o f 
ions that free-escape to infinity’. The distribution does not become abruptly zero in region
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II. as it does in region I (see Figure 2.15). but the values o f / in  region II are smaller than 
0.1. therefore appear as white. The region bounded by the resonant-ion contours on the 
left and the vertical line r '  = on the right in Figure 2.15 is analogous to region V I in
Figure A6. No ions occupy this region o f velocity space, but as can be seen by a 
comparison o f the two figures in Figure 2.15 and Figure A6. this region decreases in size 
as r  increases. The effective gravity' creates this “ hole" in the distribution at r  near r„. but 
ongoing m irroring and decreasing effective gravity decreases its size as r  increases.
II
(a) (b)
Figure 2.15. Contour plots o f  the proton velocity distribution function when 
VA = 1500 km  s and l'SH = 150 km/s. Plot (a) was made for r = 3Rs and (b) r = 
5R>.
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Figure 2.16. Contour plots o f the O '* velocity distribution function when 
I '4 = 1500 km s and l \ „  = 150 km  s. (a )r  = 3Rs (b) r = 5/?..
Heavy ions stream outward with a higher average radial velocity than protons and for 
a given r. heavy ions have a higher perpendicular velocity. These results are consistent 
w ith the conditions built in at r„ and are sim ilar to those obtained with the use o f  the delta 
function boundary condition.
Perpendicular and parallel proton temperatures are plotted in Figures 2.17a and 2.17b. 
A t small r. both temperatures for the extended/;, are larger than those calculated using the 
delta function Jo (Figure 2.9) due to the greater extent in velocity space o f the extended 
distribution. As r  increases, the discrepancy between the values o f T ( r )shown in 
Figures 2.9a and 2.17a decreases. In Figure 2.18 at r  =: 2RS T T, = 30 . The calculated 
anisotropy is less here than that resulting from the use o f the delta function/o since the
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distribution resulting from an extended fo has a greater extent in r ' , yielding a larger T 
for a eiven r.
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Figure 2.17. Proton perpendicular la) and parallel (b) temperatures versus r  R, 
l ' i  = 1500 km s and l ' ru = 150 km s
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50
r  -Rs
F igure  2.18 Proton temperature anisotropy versus r  R.. I', = 1500 km  s and 
r vv = 150 km s.
Parallel and perpendicular temperatures o f O '* are plotted in Figure 2.19. The 
perpendicular temperatures are slightly lower than observed temperatures at r  -  2R,. and 
decrease as r  increases in contradiction to observations [Kohl ct at.. 1998. Amomica ct 
al.. 2000], The parallel temperatures are low compared with observations by about a 
factor o f  5 and decrease instead o f remaining constant as r  increases. Due to the low 
parallel temperatures, the calculated O '* temperature anisotropy (Figure 2.20) is about 30 
and is higher than the value o f approximately 10 estimated by Kohl ct al.. [1998], and 
Antonucci et al.. [2000],
111
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.19. O' * perpendicular (a) and parallel (b) temperatures versus r  R,. 
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Figure 2.20 O '* temperature anisotropy versus r/Rs.
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Figure 2.21a. Ratio o f T^a *. T  H l . versus r  R<. Oxygen (mass = 16 u) to
helium temperature ratios are at least mass-proportional and tend to be slightly 
more than mass proportional as r  increases.
Figure 2.21b. Ratio o f T_Ur, :  ^ ±0'- versus r  R.. Magnesium (mass -  24 u) to
oxygen temperatures are mass-proportionally at all r  considered.
Figure 2.21 shows that the ratio o f perpendicular temperatures o f heavy ions is equal 
to the ion mass ratio. However, heavy ion perpendicular temperature ratios exceed mass 
ratios when compared with protons, which is obvious from the comparison o f Figure 
2.17a with Figure 2 .19a.
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CHAPTER 2.4
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
To provide insights into the heating and acceleration o f solar wind protons and heavy 
ion species by proton-cvclotron waves, we have obtained predominantly analytical 
solutions o f equation (1 > for the ion distribution function. We take the distribution 
function to be comprised o f cyclotron resonant ( y j  and nonresonant (/-) parts w ith the 
division in velocity space specified by the radial velocity determined from the cold, 
electron-proton dispersion relation. Here. l \ .  is the maximum velocity in the average 
proton frame o f ions resonant with LHP waves, and we take the wave phase speed to be 
constant. We adopted the essential features o f the Kinetic Shell Model [Isenberg 199". 
2001a. b; Iscnberg et al., 2000. 2001 ] to represent the resonant portion o f the ion 
distribution. This modei includes the assumption that wave-ion interactions take place on 
a time scale short compared with times required for large-scale processes to modify the 
distribution: thus, for r  > r,_, we assume that ions w ill always be distributed uniform ly in 
pitch-angle along shells o f constant kinetic energy in the wave frame. A t the radial 
position r0. we specify the boundary condition /_ ( / ; .  r )  = f niv )  a n d /,  ( r , ) =  0 .
Equation (1) was solved analytically for f.. yielding solutions dependent on ion total 
energy and magnetic moment, where each is conserved. The characteristics o f equation 
(1) yielded the conditions .v > 1: for radial acceleration o f ions into the ( - )  domain and
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.v > 1 for free escape o f ions from the effective gravity, where .r is given by equation (7). 
To find an approximate, analytical solution for f_ .  we changed variables in equation (1) to 
e = v - [ v pi: -  I t , )  «  vpl, - l \ , . which is valid where the wave phase speed is much greater
than the ion thermal speed, and extended the analysis to radial distances where the 
approximation is not formally valid. We may easily check the validity o f the small £ 
approximation by comparing e f .  to c \ r - l \ , ) I ' , . As ion mass charge grows without 
bound, ( i - l \ f ) approaches zero. However, for ions typically found in the solar 
wind and corona (protons, alpha particles. O ’ . O ' .  Mg'**. Fe '*). (:•„ - I ' , , )  l \  -  '•>.
The small £ approximation is not valid for very massive ions, but for most ion species 
present in the solar corona, where l ' 4 -  10' km s. £ «  1 2 is easily satisfied.
Transforming equation (1) to t.v. y) space, where .v andy are given by equations t P ) . 
greatly facilitates its solution. Much o f the structure o f M y . .v) can be determined 
analytically and the remaining region is described by an integral equation solved by a 
method described in section A .4 o f the Appendix. The velocity distribution 
/ ( v ’r . v . r ) is obtained from / J  v. .v) by using the definition of.v in equation (17) and the 
continuity o f /a t  the boundary allows determination o f/- .
To solve equation (26) forf _  we must specify’/ /  but there is no a prion rationale to 
choose a particular function for/ , .  We analyzed in detail the two cases: f 0(.v) x  5(.v -  .v„)
x
and an extended/„ ( :v) = aexp[-b(x -  .v): ]. where w'e require J d ' / / , ( r )  = n,,. Despite the
(.■
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obvious differences in the forms o f/>. f _  is less sensitive to the form of/n as r r 0 
increases. Consider Figures 2.8 and 2.15. where, in Figure 2 .8 ./, is given by the delta 
function, and. in Figure 2 .1 5 ./  is the extended function. At r  = 3Rs (Figures 2.8a and 
2.15a) we note some agreement between the plots made for the two forms o f / , .  The 
maximum values o f r  and the extent in r '  o f the resonant distributions are 
approximately equal. A comparison o f Figures 2.8b and 2.15b (r  = 5R, ) shows improved 
agreement between the plots. The extended/, always provides some ions at v > 1. but 
here we restrict the delta function/  to ,v < 1. Since the analytical form o f  the boundary 
in the ( - )  domain depends on whether/, is the delta function or extended function, the 
ion distributions created from different forms o f /  for r '  > I'., ~ l \ ,  w ill only 
approximately agree at any r  >
Velocity space contours o f the proton distribution function u s in g /(.v ) = t /e x p i- r n ) . 
which is different from the form used in section 2.3.2. are plotted in Figure 2.22 at
t
r  = 5Rs. Again, we set / / , ( : ’ ) = n„ . which matches the conditions imposed on the 
previous choice o f  extended / ( . v ) .
1 1 6
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<Figure 2.22 O '" velocity distribution at r  ~ 5 R, for = aexp(-a .\-). This 
distribution is sim ilar to that shown in Figure 2.16b for / j . v i  r. exp[-/>i.v -  v r  ]. 
The form of/7, has little effect on the large-r behavior o f the velocity distribution.
Figure 2.22 compares very w ell with Figure 2.16b despite the use o f different functions 
for f 0( x ) , further substantiating our assertion that the form o f / 0(.v) is less important as r
increases. Also, consider Figure 2.23 which shows T j r  Rs) for O '* calculated using
both the Gaussian f 0 (top curve) and the exponentially decaving/o (bottom curve). At 
small r. the two curves do not match, but become indistinguishable for r>3 .5R s.
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Figure 2.23 Comparison o f perpendicular temperatures as a function o f r  R, for 
f .  x  exp(-ax) (lower curve) and / ,  x  exp[-6(.v -  v)'J( upper curve). A t small r,
the two curves diverge, but as /• increases past approximately } . 5 R the two 
curves coincide.
We took /  (/;) = 0. but i f  w e had assumed / .  (/;,)> 0.  we would have obtained sim ilar
ion velocity distributions for r  > r,„ Non-resonant ions moving too slowly to escape the 
effective gravity at n, would have quickly been swept back to the <-) domain by the 
effective gravity. These ions would add to the distribution o f resonant ions already on 
energy shells. The basic shape o f the resulting distributions and the magnitude o f  the 
gradients o f/w o u ld  not be changed in important ways. Isenberg et al. [2001 ] used an 
in itia l distribution symmetric about v[ -  f ru. They began the calculations at r0 = 2/?t and
by /• = 2 .55^  a velocity distribution was generated that closely resembles our result 
(Figure 2.8a) for the delta function/> at a similar radial distance.
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The gradient in /_  at large r  in Figures 2.15 and 2.16 corresponds to the "p ile  up" shell 
as described in Isenberg et al. [2000. 2001 ]. Energy shells at high v U  > 1) contain ions 
having high v which can be accelerated to higher radial velocities by the m irro r force. 
Continuous, rapid, wave-ion interaction maintains uniform ity along the shell: effecting 
acceleration o f the entire shell to higher t \ . Similarly, lo w -r u  < 1) shells are slowed to
lower z\ by the dominant effective gravity. Thus, this convergence o f  ions in velocity 
space creates a ridge in /_  corresponding to x -  1. A similar situation happens fo r the 
delta f u n c t i o n F ig u r e  2.8. There are no ions in the domain .v > 1. but ions on Iow -r 
shells are continually slowed to lower by the effective gravity, and the entire 
distribution is focused forward to higher by mirroring. Thus, a large gradient in f_  at 
high v results, although it is not as dramatic as in the case o f the extended since ions 
converge on x ~ 1 from only one direction.
A comparison o f  Figures 2.15 and 2.16 shows the higher radial velocity o f  O '* ions 
compared with protons at a given radial distance, which agrees qualitatively w ith 
observations that indicate heavy ions stream outward from the Sun faster than protons 
[Neugebauer et al.. 1994. 1996: Goldstein et al.. 1995: Goldstein. 1996; Kohl et al..
1998; Cranmer et al.. 1999a. 1999b; Goldstein and Neugebauer. 2001 ]. This differential 
ion-proton streaming is to be expected as we build it in at r 0 through use o f  the cold 
electron-proton plasma dispersion relation. The + - boundary occurs at l '%v. for protons 
( l \  10 for our choice o f V4a n d l]u ). -  4 / s„ (0.41^ ) for O '", and at ( \ - q Q ) l \ *  
((\~rqQ)VA>l0) for an arbitrary ion species characterized by q and O. which are controlled
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by Clearly, the bulk speed o f all heavy ion species must exceed the bulk proton 
speed.
Central to our theoretical formalism is the cold, electron-proton dispersion relation, 
where its use is justified since we primarily devote our attention to regions close to the 
Sun where the plasma P is low. However, since helium constitutes a significant fraction 
o f  the solar wind number density, we discuss its effect on the dispersion relation i f  it is 
included. Figure 2.24 depicts the cold plasma dispersion relation for LCP ion-cyclotron 
waves [Gomberoff and Elgueta. 1991. Holhveg. 2000] given by
A'f'( Q, = oj n j d - w  . n ... )(1 -  2co Q„ ) ]  . (43 >
The thick lines give the dispersion relation when a 5°o number concentration o f He' '  ions 
is included, and the thin line results when the plasma consists o f only electrons and 
protons, and is identical to the LCP part o f the dispersion curve shown in Figure 2.2. 
When He'* is included, the dispersion relation splits into two branches separated by the 
resonance gap at the He'* cyclotron frequency. S till, only protons with negative 
velocities in the solar wind frame are cyclotron resonant, but when He'* is included in the 
dispersion relation, heavy ions traveling with radial v elocities much higher than r M may 
also resonate with waves. However, despite the possibility that heavy ions with 
essentially unlimited radial velocity may be cyclotron resonant, we expect that such high- 
velocity ions w ill be few in number since resonant waves w ith extremely high r Ph are 
unlikely.
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Figure 2.24 Cold plasma dispersion relation. Plasma is composed o f electrons, 
protons, and 5°o He'* by number. The thin curve is the dispersion relation when 
no helium is present and the thick curves result when helium is included. The 
resonance gap occurs at to = 0.5 Qr
Rigorously including wave dispersion (see Gendrin and Ronx. 1980: and Isenberg and 
Lee [1996] for a discussion o f dispersion in an electron-proton plasma) would result in 
the reduction o f the i \  r '  anisotropy and consequently a reduction o f the maximum 
attainable value o f r ,  .
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The most serious sim plification we make in this analysis is taking r A and r sw 
constant. A llow ing both speeds to van with r  wouid require the addition o f the term 
-  (C  + V f j ) c C  - d r [ n c f  cv  (1 -  u 1) v c f  c u ] to the left side o f equation (1). The
factor -  ( i ' ~ v / j ) d U  cr combines with -  aGMr' to produce an overall effective 
gravity with the nature o f its contribution dependent upon the sign o f c i ' c r . Near the 
Sun where the solar wind speed is rapidly increasing and the A lfven speed is decreasing, 
but not as rapidly, we expectcf.' c r  > 0. Thus, for c i '  cr > 0 andr 5 = .  where the e
approximation is most valid, the effective gravity is still radially inward and stronger than 
that actually used in the calculations. Qualitatively, a stronger effective gravity should 
produce a more rapid circulation o f ions through the I - 1 domain, and a more rapid 
increase o f cw i th  r. Consequently, the validity o f the small r  approximation is 
commensurately reduced.
The condition x > 1 required for resonant ions to be focused forward from the (-) 
domain into the ( - )  domain, may also be determined by elementary means through 
2B )cB cr -  aG M r' : = I 'n cr ' c r . where i f  ions are to be focused forward we
require l '<v,cz\ cr > 0. When c U  d r  s= 0 this inequality is modified to 
- I  r  2B)cB c r - [ a G M r 1 ~ g (L ,v )cU  <?/•] > 0. where g ( i ' .v )  is a positive function o f C 
and v that would result from the integration in u o f equation (1) modified for cL ' c r  *  0. 
The condition on x for an ion to focus forward into the (^) domain then becomes 
•V > >; [1 ~ g  ;(ccGM r~ ) d U : c r ]  > yz fo rcL ’ c r  > 0. Thus, a qualitative effect o f 
including U(r) and I 'A( r )  ( c l  'A dr < 0 ) in equation (1) is the increase o f the .v-dependent
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circulation point to a variable value greater than 1: at small r r 0: this circulation point 
approaches 12 as r  r 0 increases and d L  d r  decreases. Thus, including radially 
dependent i 'and l \  changes the circulation point from a fixed value of.v = 1: to a 
radially dependent function. This concept o f a variable circulation point is analogous to 
the critical value o f r_ given by Iscnbcrg et al. [2001 ].
Isenbcrg et al. [2001] calculated velocity space distributions numerically that are 
unstable to the generation o f inward propagating waves because o f the steep gradients in 
the antisunward part o f the ion distribution. We also predict steep gradients in / -  as 
shown in Figures 2.8. 2.15 and 2.16. Therefore, the distributions resulting from our 
analysis w ill also be unstable to the generation o f  inward propagating waves. M odifying 
the derivation o f  equation (18) to include both inward and outward propagating waves 
results in two equations
A T  —  .v( 1 — A ) ~  ( 2a* — ! ) ( / .  — f  ) -  0  (44a)
CT CX
A T  ~  -v( 1 -  -v ) ~  *  ( -  Y -  1)( f  -  f  ) =  0 . (44b)
CT CX
where / =  H ( x  — H {  / ; -  x ) f _ . and H(Q) is the Heaviside step function.
Clearly, equation (44b) is equivalent to equation (18). Equations (44a) and (44b) are a 
coupled set o f equations that require simultaneous solutions for both/ -  a n d y \ We leave 
the solution o f equations (44) to future work, but note that the inclusion o f inward 
propagating waves appears necessary for a complete treatment o f this problem.
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Several recent works [Tam and Chang. 1999: Dmitruk. 2001: Isenberg 2001c: Tu and 
Xfarsch. 2001 ] have investigated the effects on the heating o f ions and acceleration o f the 
fast solar wind when both inward and outward propagating waves are present. These and 
our theoretical models assume that sufficient wave power is always present at the high 
resonant frequencies [Harmon and Coles. 2001 ]. but inward propagating waves near the 
Sun have not been observed.
We showed that ion velocity distributions must deviate significantly from Maxwellian 
distributions when resonant wave-ion interactions are prevalent and lon-ion interactions 
are neglected. The cold, electron-proton dispersion relation provided the resonance 
condition. We obtained lon-proton differential streaming with ions maintaining outflow 
velocities exceeding that o f  protons, regardless o f the form off,,, and the velocity 
difference is ordered by the Alfven speed. The calculated velocity distributions 
yielded T > T  temperature anisotropies, which is reasonable since the assumption o f
effective pitch-angle scattering is integral in transforming equation (1) into equation (15). 
For a given /•. a comparison o f heavy ions yields mass-proportional perpendicular 
temperature ratios, but when comparing heaw ions to protons we find that the 
temperature ratios are more than mass proportional.
Observations [Kohl et al.. 1998; Cranmer et al.. 1999b] indicate that O '* temperatures 
increase by more than an order o f magnitude and proton temperatures [Suleiman et al.. 
1999] are approximately constant between roughly 1.5/?t and 3.5/?,. However, the model 
presented in this work predicts decreasing temperatures with increasing radial distance
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for all ion species considered. Increasing (decreasing) V4 increases (decreases) T T at 
all r, but Tl remains a decreasing function o f increasing r.
We find that Mg4* is mass proportionally hotter than O '* (Figure 2.21b) and more than 
mass proportionally hotter than protons, which contradicts observ ations [Ewer et al.
1999], Since M g4'.  O '*, and Oh* have sim ilar charge to mass ratios, we would expect 
these ions to exhibit similar heating. Cranmer [2000J suggests that since M g4" and O0" 
have the same charge to mass ratio. O'1’ might absorb wave energy that could otherwise 
be available to heat M g4": hence. Magnesium's lower observed temperature.
Despite these failures, we believe the basic formalism described in chapter 2.2 is 
valuable and should be applied to equation (1) modified to included radially varying 
wave and solar wind speeds and eventually bi-directional wave propagation.
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.APPENDIX TO PART II
A .l Conservation o f  Number Flux
The steady state equation o f continuity for radial flow yields the condition o f 
conservation o f  number flux. P - n r, /•' = constant, where indicates an average
quantity, and n = j d ' i f  is ion number density. We take the bulk flow speed to be 
constant, r  = constant, so in the small c approximation, n r ' is also constant. When 
considenng resonant ions we use d r  = 2z i’~dvdu for the volume element in velocity 
space and for nonresonant ions d v = 2z i’ dv d v [ . These choices help facilitate 
calculations due to the different definitions of.v, equations (7) and (17a). Next, we show 
that the basic differential equations for both the resonant and nonresonant parts o f the ion 
distribution function also yield .:ir = constant.
We first show that f  is conserved for nonresonant ions by operating on equation (8)
x r
with j  jd xd r'r Iz a G M r  1 . where we used equation (7) to replace v d v  by aGM r ~ dx .
o <:
The middle term in equation (8) may be integrated in v'r and vanishes at both limits o f
t: t
integration. Integrating the third term by pans yields j"^dxdv’r 2xaG M r~]v'rr f . which is
0 »■
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equivalent to f r ~ ' . The first term. JjdLsrfr' 2na G M r'xv \ r - c f  c r . is equivalent to
0 0
dc' c r -  * r~  . Combining these terms immediately yie ldscj7 c r  = U .
We now consider resonant ions and note that the lim its o f  integration in u are -1 and 
-(Vpi: -  V'm) / v. Employing the small c approximation, v = . and transforming to .v
x




where we set/. = 0 for s im plic ity and modified the equation slightly to facilitate its
/
integration. Operating on equation ( A l ) with Jdv
vields: [d.xxl\ -  [dv — [(1 -  x)xf_ ] = 0. The second term mav be integrated
cv J • c.v
immediately and the result vanishes at both lim its o f integration. The integral in the first 
term is proportional to nr\  which gives <?( n r : ), cv = 0.
In Figure A l we plot n r 2 versus r  for He: ~ ions (a) and 0"~ ions (b) based on an 
extended/>. Clearly, this quantity is approximately constant over the radial distance 
considered. Thus, the numerical calculation also vields conservation o f number flux.
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(a) (b)
Figure A l. Depiction o f approximately constant number density flux versus r. 
(a) He*', (b) 0 "
The structure o f M y. .v) for protons is shown in Figure A2 for Tn, -  200 km s and 
l 'A = 500 km s. This value o f I ', is lower than a realistic value o f l[, near 2R, by a factor 
o f  at least 3. but this set o f parameters allows clear differentiation o f the various regions 
o f  the (.v. v) solution space for reasons discussed below.
In the (a . i ) solution space, the delta function shell is represented by a single 
characteristic curve specified by Aq = I -  x<, and labeled as line 2 in Figure A2 ( for 
protons At =1). Equation (20) yields the equation o f line 2:
A.2 Structure o f f  ( v. x) for a Delta Function f ,
v,(.v) =  .4,,(I - a T ' (A2)
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For.Vn < 12. the ion distribution is singular until the large-scale forces increase the wave 
frame energy o f  that shell to a value corresponding to .v = 12. Thereafter, ions are 
continually extracted at the -  - boundary a tl.v ' >  , r ,  ) . circulate through the (~)
domain, return to the -  - boundary at ( x "<  Z: ,r. > r , ) .  and pitch-angle scatter along a
continuous distribution o f shells represented by regions I and II in Figure A2. Region I is 
bounded on the left by line 1. region II is bounded on the right by line 2. and the line 
-v -  12 separates the two regions. Equations ( 10b). (13). (17b). and (20) combine to yield 
the equation o f line 1:
V:(.V) = .-I. ( l - . v r ' - t f " ^ ' . V  . (A 3 1
As I ',  increases, the slope o f line 1 at a given point increases: and for a given range o f  1. 
the width o f Region I decreases. Therefore, to create a clearly discernible Region I. we 
plot Figure A2 w ith a relatively low value o f \ 'A. Based on the definition of.v in equation 
(17a) the lowest (highest) wave-frame energy o f the distribution at a particular v is 
represented by .v (.v; ). where .v: and ,v: are given by equations (28a) and (28b). Thus.
/_  ( v. .V < x. ) = 0 and ( v. .v > .v ,) = 0 .
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Figure A2. Structure o f/_ (y. .v) for protons for a delta function/,. I ' t = 500 
km s. and -  200 km s.
The radial distance at which the delta function shell achieves x  = 1:  is determined from 
equation (28a) and given by r  r  = [2(1 -  .v,)] c . As ion mass charge increases.
.Vo increases and the radial distance where ions first focus forward into the (~> domain 
decreases. Hence, heavy ion bulk speeds exceed proton bulk speeds at radial positions 
that decrease as ion mass/charge increases. Clearly, along line 2 as i —► x..y. —► 1: 
therefore, for .v(J < ' ^  ions cannot free-escape the effective gravity.
In region I, not on line ! , / . (  v ,.v) is obtained by solving equation (26) numerically, 
where the numerical method is described below. In region II, /_  is constant on 
characteristics, so /  ( r..v  > )<) = f _ ( v  =  2 A . . X  = }A ). On line 2 we may
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constant and has units s ' cm ^  . We require /_ (y..v) on line 1. Since /.(}'■  -*) is fin ite  at 
all other-v and y. we may set the first term in equation (26) to zero. W ith/_  set to a delta 
function w ithin the integrand in equation (26). / A  A) is then a step function at the 
intersection o f line 1 and the characteristic curs e specified by .-1. From the argument o f  f  
w ith in  the integrand in equation (26) and using equation (20) we find
A" = .-h r".-T -1) " " ......   • Transforming the delta function from A to y  and performing the
integration yields
f  t.-ny.xu  = A r ( i - <70<i-< /r [ i - ( A r " ^ - " '1 h i - m .  y . (A4>
where, since we eventually normalize all values o f /_  to the maximum value calculated, 
we drop the constant .V. Equation (A4) determines the value o f m  v .x i on line 1 at the 
intersection point o f line 1 and the characteristic curve specified by A.
Characteristic curves asymptotically approach .v ~ 1; therefore, x  = 1 is analogous to 
the pileup shell in velocity space described in chapter 2.3 and in Isenbcrg [2001a] and 
Isenbcrg et a!. [2000. 2001 ].
Figures A2 and A3 show the connection between the structure o f the ion velocity 
distribution in U . y ) space and in (r 'r ..v) space. Figure A2 shows the structure o f only 
f_ . but over a range o f r. w hereas Figure A3 show's the entire distribution at only one 
value o f  r. In both figures. l ’A ~ 500 km.s and ('*„ = 200 km/s. Figure A3 is plotted 
when r  = 5.28r„. which, for this set o f parameters corresponds to y  -  8 in Figure A2. The
values of.v, in both figures are equal as are the values of.v;. Curve 2 in Figure A2 
corresponds to curve 2 in Figure A3; likewise for curve 1.
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Figure A3 The connection between the structure o f / in  (.v. v) space and the 
structure o f / in ( t \  ..v) space may be made by comparing this figure with Figure 
A2. This figure is sim ilar to Figure 2.6. but uses the same parameters as Figure 
A2. Here, r  -  5.28/*,, which corresponds to r  -= 8 for this set o f  parameters.
'A < x 0 <  1
The structure o f / j v .  .v) for He'* and .v. =: 0.S2 is shown in Figure A4 (same 
parameters as Figure 2.12). Again, for all (.v. i ) to the left o f  line 1 and to the right o f 
line 2./_(y. .v) = 0. Now./_(y. .v) = 0 in the interior region bounded by line 1. line 2 and 
the characteristic curve specified by A ' . but/_ is a step function at line 1 and A' . and 
singular on line 2. The continuous distribution o ff _(\■. .v) is nonzero only in the shaded 
region bounded by line 1 on the left and the characteristic curve specified by A ' on the 
right. The gap between the continuous distribution and the delta function shell (curve 2) 
decreases as v increases. This gap corresponds to the gap between curv es 2 and 4 shown
I o j
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in Figures 2.12c and d. In Figure 2.12c, for curve 4, .v = l 2 when r r 0 -  6.3. which 
corresponds to y  = 16.9 for these parameters and He"'. The curve labeled by A' crosses 
.v = ‘/2 at r  = 16.9.
20
A  =  4
0.2 C. 6 C. 6
Figure A4. Structure o f/_ (y . .v) for He'*, .v ^ 0.82 . /_  is singular on line 2, 
continuous in the shaded region and zero elsewhere.
x0 > 1
The structure o f / j y .  -v) for He"* and ,v„ *  3.28 is shown in Figure A5
( VA = \ 500km s and l ’ni = I50kni s ). Now./_  is singular on line 2 and zero elsewhere.
There is no line 1 in this case because ions do not return to the (-) domain, they freely 
escape the effective gravity. Line 2 asymptotically approaches ,v = 1 as r  —> cc . as does 
curve 2 in Figure 2.13.
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Figure A5. Structure o f /_ ( \ . ,v) for He"’ , .v, -  3.28 . /_  is singular on line 2 and 
zero elsewhere.
A .3 Structure o f /  (v. ,v) for an Extended f
The structure o f/_ (y , x) resulting from the use o f an extended /' is quantitatively
different from that o f the delta function/,. We show in Figure A6 the structure o f/_ (v. .v) 
for protons with Fsw = 200 km/s, and l 'A = 500 km-s. The characteristic curve specified 
by A = 12 forms the left boundary o f region III, in which x > 11 at all i . therefore the 
solution fo r/_  in region III along characteristic curves specified by A is the function o f A 
that satisfies the boundary condition. At y  -  1, from equation (20) A -  1 -  .v. so f j  1. .v)
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= fo(x) =/o( 1 - A): therefore, for any y  in region III,/_ (y . .v) = /0[ 1 - y( 1 - .v)]. Hence.
/_ 0  < -v) is completely specified in region III.
Line 0 forms the right boundary o f region V I and maps from the axis y = 1 according 
to equation (25a). We set i ' = 1 and y" = y  in equation (25a) and eliminate A with 
equation (20) to yield
/  v /  / i  \  w i  I - (> i 11- ( i Q ty 0(.v) = ( ( l - . v )  -v) . iA 5 »
A ll points in region V I map according to equation (25a) for y ' < 1. Hence, in region VI. 
/_  w ith in the integrand in equation (26) is always evaluated at y ' < 1. and is thus equal to 
zero; therefore, the only contribution to f j y .  .v) left o f  line 0 comes from the first term in 
equation (26). which is proportional to /„(  1 - A ). Since necessarily .v > 0. h, (1 -.*!>- 0 i f  
A > 1. Therefore, in region VI,/_(y. .v) = 0. and in region IV/_(y. v) is determined solely 
by the first term in equation (26).
Region V is bounded by curves 0 and 1. where now line 1 is given bv equation (A3) 
w ith At, -  1 :. Since line 0 maps from the ax isy -  1 and line 1 maps from the 
characteristic curve specified by A = ' region V is the analytical mapping from region 
III for -v < 1. There fo re ,^  in the integrand o f  equation (26) for region V is given by
f> ,v -  l )  ‘" 'c .-v = .-ly"'1 , where, in the argument o f /L  the expressions for i
and .r fo llow  from equations (25a) and (25b). Since the functional form o ff () is specified, 
the integral in equation (26) for region V  may be evaluated. In region I, equation (26) is 
an integral equation for/_(y, .t) which may be solved w ith the numerical solution method
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described below. In region II,y^_ is constant along characteristic curv es specified by A 
and is equal to / J v  = —■!. .v = 4 ); thus, the solution fo r/_  requires a numerical 
computation only in region I.
A
Figure A6. Structure o f /_ (y..v) for protons for an extended .
A .4 Numerical Solution Method
We determine/_ at discrete values o f  v and x in region I o f  Figure A2. A4 or A6 by 
approximating the integral in equation (26) by a finite sum. Inspection o f the argument 
o f/_  w ith in the integrand o f equation (26) reveals that / ( y ,  .v) depends on values 
o f / .  ( y '  <  V, .v' =  1 — .y) . This fact w ill be exploited to construct the solution for 
/_(y. .v) from a small, in itial set o f values o f f_  determined as described below. The
137
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calculation o f  this in itia l set begins near the intersection o f  lines 1 and 2 and is executed 
along an in itia l characteristic curve specified by A,. The value o f A, is chosen to be very 
close to Ao: thus, the in itia l integration path in region I (which ends when a = : a  is 
vanishingly small asA -+  A ,.. The in itial value o ff_  on characteristic curve A, is given 
by equation (A4). and is used to begin the calculation. Once this in itial set is known, 
values o f/_  along an adjacent characteristic A > A. may be calculated from the discrete 
version o f equation (26). I f  values o f / _ ( y \  x ')  are required but not known precisely.
an interpolation is performed to provide the best number for the summation. This process 
is repeated at continually increasing values o f A. w ith the first value on each 
characteristic computed from equation (A4), until a preset value o fy  is reached.
A sim ilar method is used to calculate/_(y. .v) when/o(.v) is an extended function of.v.
A numerical solution for M y . .v) is required only in region I o f Figure A6 since / j r .  .v) 
may be calculated exactly in region V; therefore, f j y .  x) on line 1 is known exactly. The 
solution process then proceeds as previously described. Once a complete data set o f 
values o f  M y . .v) is known./ _ ( l \  . I ’ ) may be determined using the definition of.v given 
in equation (17a).
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